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iNERSAREl TOMBED

BY SUDDEN

EXPtOSiON IN THE VULCAN MINE
AT NEWCASTLE

PRESS LEASED

RESCUERS CALLED

16, 1913.

CITY EDITION.

Villa's acts were based on a convic
ing the mails to defraud. The Johnsons were extensive dealers in hay
tion that the Spanish merchants of
and it is alleged their frauds were
Chihuahua had aided the federal
perpetrated largely by falsifying introops, had taken a strong stand in
voices
and overestimating
favor of Huerta and so were consid
freight
ered by Villa as active enemies of the
charges. The indictments against them
were found on evidence furnished by
revolution.
The 400 or more Spaniards who
alleged victims in Florida, Virginia,
Ohio, Illinois, Pennsylvania,
Marysummarily were, expelled from Chi
huahua and who were Joined by some
land, New York, Massachusetts, Wisof the German and American merch
consin, Connecticut, Minnesota, Mich-igaand West Virginia.
REBEL GENERAL VILLA MAKES ants, were, however, not less active
in their protests.
LIFE MISERABLE FOR UNThe subjects of Spain held that
FORTUNATE ALIENS
NO LABOR DEPRESSION
their rights, both as to the taking of
16. President
Dec.
Washington,
their property and as to their being
Samuel .Gompers of the American
to leave the. country, were
required
CONFISCATES!
THEIR
GOODS
Federation of Labor told the house
violated in a serious manner.
judiciary committee today that while
The Spanish mercnants declared
the number of men out of employ- AMERICAN, AS WELL AS SPANISH that Villa had
sought to evade the
ment in the United States might
WALKOUT OF ALL TRADES
MERCHANTS, SEE STOCKS
charge of. confiscation of foreign MAY CALL GENERAL
possibly be a trifle above normal, he
property by asserting that he merely
FORCIBLY
REMOVED
believed thatitwas"duetothe transiwas taking charge of it, whereas, as
tion we are in, rather than to any
a matter of fact, the Spaniards said,
real depression."
TERRAZAS'
FATE UNKNOWN the taking of property by the rebels
Mr. Gompers made his statement
was nothing other than confiscation.
His Action, However, Will Be Held as a Last Blow in the Fight
during the course of an argument for
since the property was devoted to the
the Bartlett bill. He pointed to the RICH MEXICAN' IS FORCED TO personal use of the rebels and the
for the Contentions of the Striking Miners in the Southern
recent indictments of labor leaders In
SIGN CHECKS, WHICH PASS ""' owners had no
or
guaraa
receipts
Section
Opposition to the Actions of Attorney General
Colorado for violation of the SherAS CURRENCY
tees of indemnity.
and
the
Commander of the Militia Undoubtedly
man law, to emphasize his contention
Raoul Madero, a young brother of
that they should be exempt from proWill
Be Expressed in Official Resolutions
be
late
the
may
appointed
president,
El Paso, Tex,, Dec. 16. Two hunsecution for combining to better wagan
ad
to
as
and
Villa
chief
staff
of
more
dred
foreigners. Including 60
es and conditions.
to assist the rebel commander
Americans, arrived here today on a viser
some
Denver, Dec. 10. Between 400 anil
in
of the civic and diplomatic vs-special train from Chihuahua' City,
lean waters until the Ohio relieved 500 delegates from approximately 25
Mexico. Among them were French, functions of government.
MORTON GETS PARDON
local unions throughout Colorado met.
her.
German, Italian and Spanish people
here today to consider primarily tha
America to Help Spaniards
Washington, Dec. 16. .Or. William who had been
in
business
in
engaged
J. Morton, who served a term in At
16.
of a statewide strike ia symrep-- ,
Dec.
calling
Through
Washington,
Mexico.
reiterated the stories
lanta penitentiary with Julian Haw told earlierThey
Amwith
to
Villa
General
resentations
the United Mine Worker
pathy
by
SNEAK
THIEF
GETS
by refugees that General
thorne for complicity in mining Francisco Villa's!
of America, now on strike ia the Colo
; attitude
toward erican Consul Letcher and through
stock Belling frauds has been par them
rado coal fields. The convention asand his action In expelling messages conveyed by the American
doned by President Wilson to restore
o General
Hermosillo
at
consul
AWAY WITH MONEY sembled in response to the recent call
Spaniards, had created a desire
his citizenship as of December 10.
of the Colorado State Federatioa of
successhas
States
the
United
among all foreigners to leave the
Labor and was called to order by
country. They said since the Span- fully Interceded in behalf of Spaniards
John McLennon, president of that
when
who
Chihuahua
complained
iards left the property taken from
DOES HIS CHRISTMAS
ROBBING
organization. It was explained early
their stores had been auctioned and City was occupied by the constitu
EARLY, OPERATING IN THREE
SPIESS MAKES A HIT
today by union leaders that it was
,
the proceeds placed in the rebel tionalists.
ROOMING HOUSES
not certain that a statewide strike
state
to
All
the
.V
advices
department
treasury.
would be called at this time because-thewith
IASUIN0I0N TODAY The fate of Luis Terrazas, Jr., who today say foreigners generally, Have
Three robberies, the first committdeclared the leaders of the fedis held prisoner, was reported to be the exception of the Spaniards,
ed in Las Vegas for several months, eration
and the United Mine Workers
unknown.
The refugees corroborated been respected and thi3 government, occurred last
night when three hotels "do not want to
LASt VEGAN TELLS REPUBLICAN the statement that Terrazas had been on .the request of the Spanish ambas- in the
Impose undue hardcity were entered and money
NATIONAL COMMITTEE HIS i compelled to sign, checks in small
sador, has undertaken to see that amounting to about $53 taken. The ships on the people of the state unless it becomes absolutely
in the protecIDEAL PLATFORM
and;: that these checks Spaniards
necessary."
hotels entered were La Pension, the
Prior to the convening of the coii
tion given to other fojfigncVs.
were being used 'as. currency.
and the Albert rooming house.
Troy
vention at 10 o'clock it seemed prt
Inferences that by .'appealing to The
Washington, Dec. 16. Charles A.
ijvork was done between midnight bable
that the first day's sessio-woulGeneral Carranza the United States and 5 o'clock this
Villa. AettUn Revenge
Spless of Las Vegas, member of the
moramg. Up to
be devoted to' th pressniatloi
.16. Rebel has- recognized the constitutionalists ,l;ite i'
republican national cPJflmitte ,frora
Juarez,
, nad ob- .'fjwftW th police-New Mexico, this afternoon pleaded leaders in Juarez today were hopeful were prciKoiinctiif'T'a'ljy ,!Sni;Pj taillcu
V.i
:i lii
lid e
for the calling of a special conven- that information would come from Bryan today, who pointed out that the robber left" no ii!f
indication oi
tion next year for the purpose of General Francisco Villa of his future the United States had from time to
identity or where he went with his tions
attitude toward foreigners in a less time dealt with the military authori haul.
being as follows:
adopting a platform.
Resolution for the recall of GoverHe said what the party needed noW serious aspect than that which re- ties in control of various sections.
A. E. Dorman, representative for
nor Amnions.
was .a platform which would "not sulted from the expulsion of Span-lard- s
Reports to the navy today said the the
Piano company
Resolution condemning the action of
ten
has
be
would
over
Ohio
their
the
what
tell
of
and the taking
republican party
delayed
battleship
of Denver, who was stopping at La
done for the country, but will tell property by the rebe forces.
days on account of the two cases of Pension hotel, suffered the largest the militia in the strike zone and de-- 1
General Benaviiles, left by. Villa in smallpox aboard and that the battle- loss. He was relieved of $24. Mr. manding the removal of General
what the democratic party is now
command at Juarez, considered that ship Michigan would remain in Mex- - Dorman retired 'about 10 o'clock, John Chase.
doing for the people."
Resolution-denouncinthe attitude
leaving his door open. This morning, of
Attorney General Farrar on the
upon arising he discovered that $24
had been taken from his trousers strike.
Resolution for the submission of a
pocket. The thief took the money
constitutional
..amendment providing
a
from
pocketbook, which, though
state operation of coal mines. ,
was
left
behind.
valuable,
UNDER
TWO
Resolution pledging the support to
Joseph Hillbrand, a tailor who resides at the Albert rooming house, persons Imprisoned or cruelty trea(oJ
TO
was touched for the next highest by the military commission.
AND
Resolution condemning the proposamount. He suffered the loss of $15.
ed
Denver bond issue for the conMr. Hjillbrand, as did .the others
struction
of the James Peak raiiroaS
ed
rewill
announce.
a
16.
leavTwo
state
Dec.
in
Such
course
10
1916,
and
proposconventions
retired
about
o'clock,
by
robbed,
Washington,
tunnel.
als for reorganization of the republi- store to very large extent the con- of the party, wherever held,
ing his door open. No signs remainResolution recommending compulcan party, and methods of fixing a fidence of the people, Who must be"Resolved: That it be the sense 'of ed this morning of the robber with
basis upon which discordant elements come the adherents of the repulican of this committee that the committee the exception that Mr. Hillbrand was sory arbitration of labor disputes.
can unite, confronted the republican party if it Is to be successful at the shall, forthwith proceed t6 determine short $15 and his trousers consider'
next national election. The old ad- on a 'basis of representation in future ably wrinkled as a result of the rannational committee today.
Coal Production Continues
Foremost was a proposal for a spe- age 'a wrong confessed Is half re- national conventions of the party, and, sacking. He Is fortunate in being
"Be it Further Resolved: That the able to press the trousers himself,
Trinidad, Colo., Dec.
and
cial national convention to readust dressed' will have wholesome
prothe , system of delegate representa- practical application at this critical committee pledge itself to issue a call cutting down his loss by at least duction in the southern
Colorado
fields is 60 per cent of the normal
for the convention to be convened in four bits.
tion. The other was that no conven- juncture in our party affairs." ;;
John Cullinan, lately employed by output, according to figures given out
tion be called, but that the national
Speaking of the Chicago contest, 1916 to nominate candidates in accordance wtih such basis of represen- the Santa Fe Railway company, was today by local operators. The Colocommittee fix a plan of reapportion- Mcliarg said:
"I knew that Roosevelt was de- tation as shall be now determined on the other person favored by a vis-I- t, rado Fuel and Iron
ment for ratification by republican
company, th
His loss amounted to $4. Culli- largest camp operating in the district,
state conventions.
frauded, and a majority of the mem- by this committee."
announces a production yesterday of
A resolution for a special conven- bers of that committee knew that he
Both resolutions provided recignition nan lives at the Troy Hotel.
Chief of Police Ben Coles is work- 5.500 tons as compared with a dally
tion was prepared by a special com- was defrauded, and 1 remained silent, of the. primary law of various states
mittee, which also framed another re- frequently haunted' with the statement and agreed that certificates of elec- ing on the case, but this afternoon average of 10,000 tons prior to Sepsolution in accordance with a com- that proceedings were: instituted sole- tion from proper state authorities stated to a representative of The tember 23, when the present strika
promise suggestion by Charles B. ly for the purpose of confusing and should be sufficient ground for plac- Optic that be had no clue. It Is was called. Nine hundred diggers are
Warren of Michigan, chairman of the befogging the committee and what I ing the name of a delegate on the possible that the thief escaped on now said to be at work ia the mines
The smaller comlaw committee, proposing that after then protested against, is precisely temporary roll of the convention. The the early morning train, though the of this company.
second resolution also recognized the chief is of the opinion that he still panies claim to bo producing TO per
the national committee fixes a basis that which, you admit now."
of delegate reapportionment, the .plan
Informal discussion among commit- methods adopted in California and remains in Las Vegas. A strict cent of their normal capacity; lid
s
states
kept by all the offi men, including SS brought in from
of the
be ratified, by
teemen developed a somewhat gener- other states, where all delegates are lookout lis being
outside polnta began work yesterday
which cast republican pluralities for al opinion in favor of the proposal for elected at large, and only declared cers.
'
Terry McGovorn, night merchants and this morning in local mines.
the committee to change the basis of that the ototal number named in, the
president in 1908.. ., .
The union leaders declare that onOn the special committee drafting representataion and refer it to state call must be chosen by any state policeman, on Monday night of this
week discovered a short, heavy-ee- t
ly a few of the strilers have desertwhich has such a law.
the resolution were - Committeemen conventions which meet next year.
man sneaking atiout in the ed.
Warren of Michigan, Borah of Idaho,
The two resolutions finally were
Resolutions were adopted to admit young
house above the Greenber-ge- r
rooming
and RepresentaHadley of Missouri, who also holds a presented. The first specified that a Senator Cummins
store.
He chased the man from
called
should
be
Utah
tive Woods of Iowa, of the republican
proxy from Louisiana; Smoot of
special convention
the place. It Is possible that this
McFARLAND IS SUSPENDED
and Howell of Nebraska. They went "For the purpose JI taking such ac- congressional committeoto the conmay be the man who did last night's
iuto session early today to report lat- tion as shall be deemed advisable in ference.
stunts. Nothing has been learned
Milwaukee, Dec. 16. Packy McFa
er to the entire committee.
Chairman Warren of the law comrespect to changing the present basis
land
of
the
was today suspended "by
the
description
concerning
of representation and for the transac- mittee then moved. the adoption of the
Mooser Opposes Convention
thief who committed the robberies. yisonsln boxing commission' for oe
Ormsby McIIarg, who represented tion of all business that may properly first resolution, proposing a national None
of the people robbed saw him. year from taking part In any bom-- ;
the Roosevelt forces In the contests come before such convention."
convention, and the debate began.
contest la this utato bc
cf I;
follows:
as
Senator Cummins appealed for. the
The second was in part
preceding the Chicago convention last
-MURDERER IS LYNCHED
failure to give a a(fe:
p..
this
of
action
opin
the
the
committee
addressed
that
a
"Confident
national convention.
year,
calling of
N.
D., Dec.
16,Cleve formanco" In the bout
Williston,
does
the
as
it
did
not
While
he
alterrepresenting
position to a special convention.
the
committee,
discourage
of Britton ia Milwaukee on
Culbertson, recently convictc-"If the committee has power, to practically unanimous sentiment of native proposition cf referring a refam- On. that occasion the
of
Dillon
members
the
murdering
call a convention, it has power to the republican electors of the coun- organization plan to the states,
ily at Ray, N. D, was take-n- from that ever aUwuIoct a i.,
If this com- try, will be ratified by the republican
that such a plan would not the Williams
change representation.
county jail by a mob to- tournament turned out i
mittee has decided that abuses should electors of the nation, the national impress the public generally as strongand
day
hanged from a bridge near disapproval of S!(!Fatl;c.v i'8
be corrected, It should manfully so convention of the party when conven- - ly as would a convention.
here.
jeers and cut ca!b.
J
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Colorado Colliery Is the Prison or Tomb o
Between Forty and Fifty Men
MAIN ENTRANCE

IS CLOSED BY FALLEN

ROCKS

Only Avenue of Escape Is Through Small Air Shafts Aid Is Sent
From Trinidad and Denver, While United States Rescue Crew

Is Summoned From Wyoming It Is Believed That Gas
Is Not Present in the Workings and There Is a
Possibility that the Prisoners Will Be Saved
Grand Junction, Colo., Dec. 16. An
explosion at the Vulcan mine at Newcastle, Colo., east of here, today is
reported to have entombed between
40 and 50 miners. The mine Is owned by the Rocky Mountain Fuel company. The cause of the explosion
is unknown,
An explosion In the Vulcan mine
of the Rocky Mountain Fuel company,
f
one and
miles east of Newcastle, at 10:20 o'clock this morning
entombed Mine Foreman L. L. Crawford, Fireboss L. Walters and at least
30 miners. This estimate was based
on a hurried checl- of the company's
rolls. Some officials expressed the
belief that the number in the workings might be increased to 40. Only
about eight of the men in the mine
are foreigners.
Charles S. Meerdink, mine superwith five companions
intendent,
equipped with helmets, at once began
an exploration of the workings. It
was believed that the explosion originated in the Wfst- - wosMngs at a
point at least 1,500 feet from the
portal of the main tunnel, but whether it was caused by gas or dust had
not been determined.
According to mine officials six men
are known to have been working in
the west entry and are Believed to
have been killed. Hasty examination
led to the. belief that the east entry
was comparatively free from the
force of the explosion, and this Jed
to expressions of hope that some
of the men employed there would
be found alive.
The force of the explosion was
sufficient to wreck the fan, but rescuers reported that they were several hundred feet from the portal before encountering any serious obstruction in the main tunnel. Miners from
the Colorado Fuel and Iron company's
mine at Spring Gulch, 12 miles distant, equipped with helmets, started
at once for Newcastle to aid in the
rescue work.
The mine has been in operation
about one year, its output of approximately 400 tons daily being used by
railroads. The mine is of the slope
brought
variety. The detonation
hundreds of persons from Newcastle
to the mouth of the mine, civilians
giving what aid they could Jn the
rescue work.

when 75 men were killed in the
ta Fe mine.
Main

1

San-

Entranced Closed
16.- Reports received
from Newcastle up to noon by President L. W. Brown of the Rocky Mountain Fuel company, gave no intimation as to the cause of the explosion
in the Vulcan mine. Officials of the
company believed that the possibility
of a dust explosion was slight, and
were working on the theory that the
disaster was caused by a pocket of
gas.
The Vulcan mine has been in operation about a year. Its highest recorded output is 400 tons a day,
mostly railroad coal suppried to the
Denver & Rio Grande and the Colorado Midland companies According
to Mr. Brown the highest number of
men employed at once is 33. Mr.
Brown did not know the number at
work at the time of the explosion.
The mine has one main entrance
of the slope "variety, not 'being" en
tered through a Ehaft In addition
there are a number of air shafts. The
main slope was completely blocked
Officials of the
by the explosion.
company consider it possible, however, to enter the mine through the
air shafts.
A rescue crew from the Colorado
Fuel and Iron company's mine at
Spring Gulch, 12 miles from Newcastle, started for the scene of the disaster immediately. Efforts were made
at once to secure the services of the
government mine rescue car which is
now in Wyoming.
President Brown stated that the
Vulcan mine was equipped with every
modern safety device1.
News of the explosion at Newcastle was received by telephone at the
United States bureau of mines office
here. J. C. Roberts, in charge of
mine rescue work in the Rocky Mountain region, is at Cripple Creek, superintending the work in connection
with the recent ' rock elide in the
Golden cycle mine A telegram was
at once sent to him, instructing him
to proceed to Newcastle at once.
The mine bureau also sent orders! ito dispatch one of its mine
rescue cars from Wyoming to Newcastle. James Dalrymple, state inspector of coal mines; expected to
Bodies Are Located
start for Newcastle' at 6 o'clock th's
At 1 o'clock it was reported that
with three deputies.
a number of bodies had been locared evening,
by the helmet men. No trace of fire
Rescue Apparatus Sent
Inside the mine has been feuM and
Dec. 16 Oeorge T. Peart,
Trinidad,
thus one of the most deadly perils
superintendent
general
of, the Rocky
to the entombed men and the resMountain
Fuel
and William
company,
cuers is eliminated.
PiedThe Vulcan mine has been running Morgan, superintendent of the
same
of
left
mine
mont
the
company,
to full capacity for several weeks, nothere for Newcastle with rescue apwas
which
the
strike
withstanding
news of
declared in the Colorado coal fields paratus upon receiving the
this fall. The strike affected the Vul- the explosion.
Not more than 20 men were In
can mine, with all the other properIs the belief of the Rocky
ties! of the Rocky Mountain Fuel com- the mine
Fuel
Mountain
company officials here.
pany, but some of the strikers later
to have
went back to work, and the places The ventilating fan is said
the exwrecked
by
of those still on strike we're filled by been completely
'
plosion,
the employment of new men.
All entombed miners were married,
and all but six or eight were AmerCHARGED WITH FRAUDS
icans, say mine officials.
A
16
A number of men were in the up- ' Indianapolis, Ind., , Dec.
per workings, which are reached by scheme by which farmers and other
a long incline from the tipple, at persons in many sections of the counThese try have been robbed of thousands of
the time of the explosion.
jliastened tot the main tunnel and dollars is expected to be unfolded at
are said to have been met by a the trial of Levi L. Johnson and his
Becond explosJon.
son, Homer E. Johnson. of Goshen,
At 1:15 o'clock this afternoon two Ind., well known commission merbodies had been recovered. New- chants, who were arraigned In the
castle was the scene or the first big fnedral court here today to answer to
mine disaster in Colorado in 1S89, Indictments charging thom with us- Denver,
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Shoes, Toys, Dolls, Holiday Goods and a few restricted lines over which we have

'

no control

Shoes, Toys, Dolls, Holiday Goods and a few restricted lines over which we have

no control

TOYS AND DOLLS

XM AS NOVELTIES
We

are showing an unusually large variety of useful and practical articles

pecially designed

In our Toy Department you will find all the new and practical things of the
season, as well as an exceptional variety of the standard toys. Dolls of every kind

es-

for gifts to men women and children, and our regular lines

presents an unlimited stock from which to choose your gifts.

You'll find articles of

and size are here in an endless profussion.
"

Santa Glaus has established headquarters at our store.

merit in every quality.

'

see the many wonderful things.

Store Open Evenings

Store

Las VGdasLoadinaStoro

Nothing Exchanged
or Sent on Approval

wimum
137 VICTIMS

SoutK SidoHaga Sale For

1862

tion flying iias dereafjed because it
September 2 George Schmitt tilled
Is no longei a novfclty and fails to atnd J. Dyer Spellman seriously in- tract the public attention that it did pured in
fall at Rutland, Vt
a few years ago.
September 4 Lieutenant Moss L.
The casualty lists of Germany and Love, United States signal corps, killFrance are the heaviest in numbers, ed in
t
fall at SanDielgo, Cal.
Germany having had 39 fatalities dur
September 15 Max Lillie killed by
ing the year and France 37. In both biplane overturning at Galesburg, 111.
countries the majority of the victims
September 16 P. C. Davis died in
were military aviators.
England, Chicago as result of fall from aerolist of 13-- made by plane at Mauston, Wis.
with
far tbe best showing of any of the na
October
J. Jewel, lost at FOREST SERVICE ASKS
tions which have extensively used sea while making a flight over Long
OF PEOPLE IN
aircraft.
.i
Island.
STATES
The Italian fatality list, in View of
November 24 Lieutenants Eric L.
the large number of licensed avia- Ellington and Hugh M. Kelly, first di(Washington, Dect 16. The enortors in that country, is remarkably vision army aviation corps, killed in mous losses due to forest insects
low, only four Italian aviators havfail at San Diego, Calif.
have led to the formation of a socieing perished during the year. Russia
ty for the advancement of forest enhas suffered eight fatal accidents durNot Beyond Help at 87
The members
tomology in America.
g
bladder weakness, of this society hold that the work of
ing the year, Argentina four, Japan
kidin
stiffness
inactive
Joints, weak,
and Turkey three each, while the
action and rheumatic pains, are insects has not received the attenothers have been scattered one each ney
all evidence of kidney trouble. Mrs. tion which, it deserves.
in Austria,
Belgium,
Switzerland, Mary A Dean, 47 E. Walnut St, TaunHenry S. Graves, U. S. forester, the
Scotland, Canada, Portugal, Morocco, ton, Mass., writes: ''I have passed my newly elected president of the society,
be87th birthday, and thought I was
the Philippines, China, Cochin-Chinon being asked about the purposes
yond' the reach of medicine, but Foley
and tbe Island of Trinid&d.
Kidney Pills have proved most bene- of the organization, said that they
The airmen who have lost their ficial in my casa O. G. Schaefer, were, in general, to call attention to
lives in the United States since the Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
the part which insects had to play
in forest problems.
"We have bad,"
beginning of the present year are as
GREAT STRIKE THREATENS
follows:
he said, "widespread and specific inDenver, Dec. 16. Colorado is about terest in insect
April 8 United States army aviapests such as the San
to
experience the greatest strike in
Rex
Lieutenant
tor,
Chandler, killed,
scale and the boll weevil, which
jose
and Lieutenant L. H. Brereton badly her history, if statements made by affect all of us as to what we eat
labor leaders now assembled in this and what we wear.
inured by fall into San Diego Bay.
Forest insects
the sentiment of the laApril 19 Otto W. Brodie killed in city reflect
their destruction of timber
through
bor organizations of the state. Today, increase the oost of a
exhibition flight in Chicago.
necessity
In response to the call Issued two
as much into the
enters
May 5 Charles Carlson crushed to
which
quite
McLel-ladeath under his machine at Akron, weeks ago by President John
daily life of the Individual as do the
of the Colorado Federation of LaOhio.
products of the field and orchard.
May 9 United States army aviator, bor, delegates representing the many If the importance of the protection
fedstate
Lieutenant Joseph D. Park, killed by unions affiliated with the
of our forest resources from insect
eration gathered in convention to confall at Olive, Calif.
depredations is generally recognized,
act upon the proposal for a
May 31 James Colovan, amateur sider and
large part can be prevented or
flier, killed when biplane caught in a statewide strike in support of the avoided.
United Mine Workers of America, now
a tree at Chicago.
"Right now In the national forests
June 12 Andrew Drew killed at on strike in the southern Colorado the bureau of entomology and the
to. stop
Liman, o., when biplane caught fire coal fields. A strike such as is pro- forest service are
posed would tie up all the industries insect ravages by discovering their
and fell 200 feet
June 10 United Stales aviator, En- of the state for the time being. While beginnings, and stamping them out;
declare a few Isolated trees attacked
killed, many of the leaders openly
sign William D. Billingsley,
by in
and Lieutenant John II. Towers, sev- themselves in favor of the statewide sects may form the nucleus of a
fall into "Chesapeake sympathetic strike some of the more mountainside devastation quite as
erely injured,
conservative and Influential among serious as that froffi, a forest fire.
Bay.
de23
June
Fred F. Gardiner drowned them are advocating a policy of
The opportunity for combatting Inminers'
the
the
that
in
hope
in Lake Keuka, near Rochester, N. lay,
sects, however, ia in one respect betstrike may be settled without the ter than that in the case of a fire,
Y., when aeroplane capsized.
of resorting to the extreme which runs
July 8 United States army aviator, necessity
rapidly, because It takes
measure
a general strike.
of
Lieutenant Loren H. Call, killed by
several years for an insect devastafall at Texas City.
tion to" spread until it becomes of
Piles Cured In 6 to 14 Days
such proportions as that which overJuly 8 Grover Bell, died from injuries received in fall at Petaluraa, Druggists refund money if PAZO spread the yellow P'ne forests in the
OINTMENT
falls to cure Itching, Black Hills in 1908.' Watchful care
Calif., July 4.
July 15 Thaddeus Kerns killed by Blind, Bleeding or Protruding Piles. on the part of forest officers, lumber
First application gives relief. 25c
will
fall at Chieo, Calif.
men, and private individuals
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Washington, Dec. 16. The art of
aviation, or flying in heavier than
air machines, will be ten years old
tomorrow. It was on December" 17,
1903, that Orvllle and Wilbur Wright,
the famous Ohio aviators, conquered
the air in a series of four short, successful flights at Slmras Station.
Since that time the aeroplane industry has been revolutionized. It has
been taken up by the people of all
lands and some wonderful flights and
feats have been accomplished. During the past few years the advancement has been, along new and more
useful, lines than in the earlier years.
flier has now beTbe beavler-than-ai- r
come an Important factor In warfare
and war equipment and today there
is not a country that does not Include
the aeroplane in its military and naval equipment.
Though the progress of flying has
been remarkable, each year has seen
sn increase in the number of persons killed. The first, death was that
of Lieutenant Selfrldge, of the Uni
ted States signal corps, who was killed in a flight at Fort Myer, Septem
ber 17, 1908. Four aviators met death
In 1909, 32 in 1910, 72 In 3911, 113
in 1912, and 137 In the present year.
The total number of aviators who
have perished amounts to 437.
Of the 137 fatalities this year 18
occurred in the United States. To
this number may be added the' death
of a California aviator in British
Columbia and of Lieutenant Rich, of
the .United States army, in the Philippines.
The list shows that the aviation fatalities this year have been distributed over 20 different countries. A
most noticeable feature Is the preponderance in all countries of fatalities among the military fliers. This
Is due to the fact that more attention has been given to military a n
than ever before, while exbibl-via-tio-
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make ft possible to catch these in- of boxing the timber and to cut nar
festations before they get a good row and shallow strips from the face
start. By cutting and burning the in chipping.
This method not only
trees, or stripping off the bark, tbe Increases the yield of turpentine but
insects can be killed. As in all such also prolongs the life of the trees so
CAN
cases, an ounce of prevention is that it is thought that they may be
worth a pound of cure."
worked for twelve years instead of
"Who make up the membership of only four or five as is now being
the organization?" was the next ques- done. After the trees have been
BACH
tion asked of Mr. Graves.
worked for twelve years they will
"It is open to anyone interested be cut into lumber. While turpenIn the subject," Mr. Graves replied. tine operators were somewhat skep THE TRINIDAD FIGHTER SHOULD
"It seems to me that the relation of tical of the new method, many of
FORGET ALL CONCEIT AND
forest insects to forest protection them now see Its advantages over
GO TO WORK
touches almost every one. Of course, old methods and are adopting the
we expect that new members shall new system on their own holdings.
Benny Chavez, touted as the combe recommended by the present memThis new method of turpentining ing bantamweight champion of the
bership, which is made up largely of is of interest to the southwest since United States, is slipping. His repersons who have studied the forest it has already been discovered that cent battle with Fox at Denver shows
order, however, that "the objects of western yellow pine in Arizona and that ha Is not progressing at the pac
the society shall be kept foremost New Mexico can successfully be tur- he followed in the past.
Although the
it ia required that at least four of pentined when prices of rosin and general opinion of the Denverites
Is
the seven officers must be chosen turpentine advance slightly. It is, that Chaves won the
decision, Benny
from among professional forest ento- therefore, not unlikely that within showed no
signs of that "knockout"
mologists. It is expected that hon- the next five or six years the
stuff during the entire fight He
orary
representing
pines wiLT bet turpentined fought in the opinion of one big fan,
federal, state, and private interests under a method which .will give tbe
anything but a. good fight and was
will be elected to promote the ob- highest possible yield.
lucky, to get the draw decision.
lojects of the organization in many
Since he forsook Manager Louis
calities throughout the country."
Newman, Chavez evidently has acquirTHIS
WILL
INTEREST MOTHERS ed
"How will these objeots be attainthe big head. He has placed himMother Gray's Sweet Powders for
ed?"
In his own opinion, upon a
self,
Fever-ishnesa
Certain relief for
"In the first place, the objects of Children,
glittering
pinnacle called fame, whose
Headache, Bad Stomach.
the society are largely educational,
real
foundation
is atmosphere, though
As in all questions of large public im Teething Disorders, move and reguhe does not appear to realize that he
late
the)
bowels
and
Worms.
to
main
is
idea
destroy
give
portance, the
of a fall. In the hands
the public an opportunity to know They break up Colds in 24 hours. of a danger
new manager Chavez plans to
are
so
They
to
taste
the
pleasant
just how important they are. In the
invade the east
second place, the society will form a Children like them. Over 10,000 testiA number of real fighters reira
monials.
Used
Mothers
for 24
by
clearing house for information and
there.
They are the knockout clique
its meetings will discuss the most years, They never fail. Sold by all of
United States, those fighters
the
25c.
Sample mailed FREE.
advantageous methods of insect con Druggists,
who eo in, for perhaps two or three
trol. Take for example the ravages Address, Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N.
rounds but fight like a whirlwind and
of the gypsy moth and the browntail Y. Adv.
generally come out the victors, their
moth in the northeastern states. If
opponent quietly reposing on the mat
we can bring about a general knowl BIRTHDAY OF
FAMOUS ACTOR in a deathlike stillness. Thev are
edge of these insects and of the
Dec. 16. King George, distinctly the tough boys, and Mr.
London,
harm tbey do and are able to instil Queen Mary and
Queen Alexandra Chavez may find a harder path to
into the mind of the Individual the were among those who sent felioita- travel when he reaches the culture
necessity for and the proper methods tlous messages today to William II. center.
of their control, how much easier it Kendal,
congratulating Urn ton his
However, he is willing, and his
will be. to .combat them than when seventieth
For
anniversary.
birthday
conceit cannot be removed
the work is confined only to govern- many years Mr. Kendal was one of from
his
head until he
mental agencies."
the leading actors on the English has suffered,
perhaps to his own loss,
New Method of Turpentining
stage. With Mrs. Kendal he made
The forest service has for some extensive tours of the United States from those eastern fighters who are
considered the "best of the land. Chayears experimented to improve the and Canada in the early '90s with
vez's friends of the southwest wish
method of turpentining. From these
great success.
him well, but they hope he will for
of
a'
working
system
experiments
get his conceit and get down to the
trees- so as to produce more gum
Wheezing In the lungs Indicates that hard work he undoubtedly has In his
than under the old wasteful methods phlegm
is obstructing the air passages.
has been obtained. The essential BALLARD'S HOREHOUND SYRUP system.
features of the new system are to loosens the phlegm so that it can be
up and ejected, price 25c,
use cups, which are placed as low coughed
Wanted Good, clean rags., 5 cents
50c and tl.00 per bottle.
Sold b
as possible upon the trees, instead; Central Drug Oo, Adv,
Optio Office.
per pound.

CHAVEZ SLIPPING
BUT STILL
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A FEW SUGGESTIONS:

0mm .m.mv

ELECTRIC CHAFING DISH
ELECTRIC TEA SAMOVAR '
ELECTRIC TEAPOT
ELECTRIC TRAVELER'S STOVE
ELECTRIC FOOD WARMER
ELECTRIC FRYING PAN
ELECTRIC TOASTER-STOVELECTRIC HEATING PAD
ELECTRIC PLATE WARMER
ELECTRIC EGG BROILER
ELECTRIC CIGAR LIGHTER
ELECTRIC DISC STOVE
ELECTRIC CURLING IRON

ELECTRIC
ELECTRIC
ELECTRIC
COOKER
ELECTRIC
GENERAL
ELECTRIC
ELECTRIC
ELECTRIC
ELECTRIC
ELECTRIC
ELECTRIC
ELECTRIC

GRID
MILK WARMER
GRIDDLE CAKE

ELECTRIC
ELECTRIC
ELECTRIC
ELECTRIC
ELECTRIC
MOTOR

COFFEE POT
UTILITY MOTOR
WATER HEATER
CORN POPPER
RADIANT TOASTER
VACUUM CLEANER
TABLE LAMP
BROILER
SAUCE PAN

LUMINOUS RADIATOR
DINING ROOM SET
TRAVELER'S IRON
WAFFLE IRON
SEWING MACHINE

ELECTRIC SHAVING MUG
ELECTRIC IMMERSION HEATED
ELECTRIC

FOOT WARMER

ELECTRIC TEA KETTLE
ELECTRIC DOMESTIC IRON
ELECTRIC COFFEE PERCOLATOR
ELECTRIC HOT PLATE

See Our Window Display

Special Prices for Christmas on All Appliances

Special Prices for Christ-ma- s
on All Appliances

.

Clectric Chafing Dish
Price $7.35
Just the thing for preparing a winter even
ing's refreshments.
in

15

Electric Grill
Price S3.45

Average dishjprepared

minutes
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Electric Flat Iron
.
Price S3.00
The most useful Chistmas present. Iron in
comfort for 4 cents an hour
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El Tostovo
Price S2.00

:?

v
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combination electric . toaster and stove.
Meets the demands for a quick toaster. Also
boils and fries

A

t

'ery
V':''"'"!'-'""-'"-

Can be

i

i

-

V

Cooks, fries, boils, broils, bakes.
used an hour for 8 cents

Christmas

Las Vegas Light

Power Co,

&

A

Electric Percolator Coffee
Pot

LU'''
JO
--

--

615

Popcorn 011 an Electric Toaster Stove pleases the children.
No burned com, no standing over a hot stove. Let the
"

:

Douglas Avenue

ToaLSter'-Pric-

C2.75

Seven cups of coffee in ten minutes

Price $5.50

Electric

kiddies do it

.
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Golden toast, piping hot, made

table
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tastes. They may be "useless" hut
bring joy and continued delight SURELY FOR HIMSELF ALONE
they
LY
to the childish fancy. Older men
LiL
and women ought to realize that the Could Be Little Doubt as to Where
ESTABLISHED 1879.
the Sweet Girl' Love Wat
real Christmas spirit does not reflect
Centered.
itself in the giving of those utiliPublished by
tarian gifts that should be provided
The
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
daughter waa
throughout the year. The best pos- won. Amid the sumptuous trappings
(Incorporated.)
Telauve or a of wealth and luxury she plighted her
sible, present for
friend ia an article of luxury and not troth with the suitor who had crossed
M.
PADGETT.
W.
.Editor. of
fievf York, December. 16. The avenue and Second strtit. One of fhe
necessity something which repre- the seas to besiege her heart.
'!
"Are you sure, my, darling," he mur- great fire hazard of high buildings an- peculiar features of the new building,
sents, thoughtfulness and a studied,
build- will be that the lower floors will be
costs
owners
the
of
such,
beas
stood
nually
desire to surprise and please. Poor mured,
they
together
old mother will rejoiice, of course, neath the gorgeous chandelier, "that ings in New York cjty miiliops of usqd .by offices and court rooms,
dollars in the way of extra Insurance while, t
seventh, eightiwninth and
over theynew
or the you love me for mysf alone?"
"Charles James 'Edward," she an premiums for excessive height alone, tenth floors will be reserved for the
Entered at the postofflce at East
the
tireless
or
electric
iron
cooker,
a
Una Vegas, New Mexico, for
swered, "I am sure."
w
York Fire district prison and county jail, inThe schedule of
the pretty hall rug. But suppose
"Then listen." With courtly grace
through the , United States mother is
to a cluding cells and administration ofInsurance
exchange,
according
an
appropriate hair, he led her to a seat.
given
e&ails as second das matter.
!
Build-fices.
of
the
made
by
Heights
ornament, and . .new, umbrella, or a
"My beloved," he said, tenderly, "I study
'
these
Indicate
that
commission,
ings
from
have
refrained
J
mesh
telling
:
purposely
bagman .'some monogram
TrDMQ rc ciiarDtDTinM
The National Housewives' league
not ' her weary eyes you about my family, in order that extra premiums amount to thousands
Carrier
Dally, by
SSdHK
dance and? her ""laithiftT heart "teat you might be governed in forming of dollars in the case of certain build- Is still continuing its warfare against
1 .t'5
estimate of me by considerations ings. For the Woolworth
Cr Copy building the naughty dealers who refuse to
new delight which all her your
a
with
of personal worth."
On Week
.15
the iyjtoial more than $10,000' a year. reduce the price of eggs, although the
Kitty Gordon appeared tn Los An- Amalgamated Copper
mock reproaches at. "such, extrava70&
"Charles James Edward!" ,.
. i
Ose Month
.65
of fireproof
has
.been
a
In
insurance
strict
the
in "Alma, Where Do You Live?" Sugar . ..;
league
maintaining
will
geles
And
102
enhance?
A world of love and trust spake sue
only
Ob Tear
1 7.50 gance"
the height element boycott against eggs of every descripEdna Wallace Hopper has quit the Atchison ... ,
there is father, of course, he knows in those simple words.
92
j
Dally, by Mall
Now the movies and goes back to vaudeville. Northern Pacific
"Of course, sweet girl, you know I is ignored .until the ninth story is tion for several weeks.
his old slippers will be replaced
that
106;
One year (in advance).
$6.00 with new ones and
reoheji. ..The extra charge for height league has sent out. an appeal urging Gaby Deslys is to appear in a musi- fading
that the custom- am of noble lineage?"
161,
ffix Months (in advance)
8.00
A warm glance and a gentle pres on a nine-stor"
building is one cent those who habitually take their meals cal play called "The Little
handkerchiefs
tie
and
Southern Pacific
welwill
ary
75
One Year (In arrears)
sure
7.50
formed
of
the
hand
her
reply.
eatinin
restaurants
to
The.
hotels
and
come him on Christmas morning.
stop
Union Pacific
charge
per hundred dollars..
150
"And you are aware that my peo creases
Six Months (In arrears).
3.75
Adele Blood is to appear in vaude- United States SteelThese are "useful" things with which
rapidly from that story up- ing eggs altogether until the. dealers
55
ple are among 'the proudest of the ward. For a
ho- ville in a condensed version of
see
to
fit
is
the
The
reduce
it.
price.
United States Steel, pfd
is
too
building
familiar.
prosaic
.
to
104
only
are
know
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
you prepared
proud.. But
two cents for a 15 story building 22 tel men and restaurant keepers have
" He bent low' and whispered,"
But suppose that Mary and John and
GROWER
A new play has a conductor for Its
for a 25 story, building, 72 not yet felt any diminution in the deof
blood
isin
cents;
the
courses
Aunt
Mother
a
that
and
Jane
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
their
my
king
pool
fine Year
$2.00
A
surtax is imposed in addi- mand for eggs by their patrons.
cents.
veins?"
hero and a child waitress for the
sues
and buy father a really valuable
Dec. 16. Bearish figures
Chicago,
Pbc Months
1.00
"Yes " She smiled' engaginly. f
heroine.
tion to these charges In the case of
in the government crop' report made
scarf pin or something else that fa"I am not surprised. I am informed those
A characteristic Illustration of the ,.,"Baby Mine" is oonJ to be presentwhere; merchandise is
ther would not buy for Mmself.
the wheat today take a down turn.
(Cash in Advance for Mall
that there is some 'dreadful sctfudal stored,buildings
of many of our consular of-- , ed in a new dress in one of tjie Paris The opening was
'
ffobr.
on
methods
Jthe
seventh
iorftbove
Wouldn't
that
sort
"useless"
of
,
cent
to
Subscriptions)
about every one of these aristocratic
down, but the ensuing rally overcame
Henjit by chock, draft or money gift put a new thrill into the family families. And did it .get into the Oul !j!ampi stocks exempt a.buijdc fifies Is furnished by the fact that a houses.
rder. If sent otherwise we will not dray horse?
inir:)tWi::'clwrge,"Which:.l.i, 'fbw! days ago a man in New York Vinie Daly has returned to - the a good share of the loss. Closing
y
courts, dearest?"
Yes, it was for himself alone that times liu'S'er than the extra charge for city; received through the mail a let- stage, which she left after her recent prices were firm at
Truly the whole sentiment and
responsible for loss.
to
cent deheight and is intended to prevent the ter "which he had written to a sea marriage.
Specimen copies free on application. beauty of Christmas would be spoiled she loved him. Puck.
cline,
y
Albert Perry has gone into vaude
If these "Spugs" had their way.
storing of merchandise above the sev- captain 30 years, ago. He had sent
Signs of continued heavy receipts
ALL- - jPAPERS DISCONTINUED AT What we should do is to
give more FAMOUS WALNUTS ARE GOING enth floor. Fireproof office buildings the letter ,ip October, 1883 to the capt- ville and is using a comedy called acted as an offset for the bullish in- -,
EXPIRATION OF TIME .
consul "Reno and Return."
of 4ight stories and under are free ain- Injtcar of
fluence of the government report a
thoughtfully, less extravagantly and
,!
The etock companies will shortly to corn. Prices at the outset
PAID FOR
with a desire to do Just a little' differ- Woodmen Cutting Illinois Tract of 400 from any height charge. Above that at Marseilles, Franc,. There ,he letvaried
'
Has
Before
Never
That
Acres
ter had evidently lain for 30 years. have a .chance to use "He Fell In from
height they are subject to
ently from what is expected of us.
cent lower to
cent ad
'
'
Been Touched.
Love
With
Advertisers are guaranteed the Where necessities are required they
His Wife."
the height charges of fireproof mer- In a general nousecleanlng it was
vance and later hardened some, but
'
Four companies are to be organised
sargest daily and weekly circulation should he provided, but St would be
probably found in a pigeonhole and
Woodmen entered the Makemson cantile buildings..
again fell back. The close was firm.
of any newspaper In northern New a dull old jworld and Christmas tract of timber four miles east of
returned to the original sender, as' to play "Little Lost Sister," a new
to M above last night.
Blexlco.
To meet the diffiedltyvof summon- the captain, to whom it was address drama of the unwerworld.
would lose m'o$t o't its charm if It Danville, October 1, and began cutting
Although oats sagged with other
were not for the "useless" things the world's largest forest of virgin ing patrolmen froni'fixed posts to ed, had never called at the consulate.
grain,
buying on the part of shorts
TELEPHONES
that fill .put the w.rinkles of the walnut timber. For the flrBt time in their stations quickly, Commissioner
the market a subsequent lift.
gave
YORK
NEW
STOCK
EXCHANGE
of
the
the
oldest inhabitant Waldo has tested a new
fSuilnest Office
memory
Main 2 Chrlstmasf stocking.
The latest fad of New York's so
Mother may
flashlight and
First sales of provisions were unNew York, Dec. 16. Resistance if
were allowed to enter the
Wtwj Department
Main 9 need a new washboard, but if so give woodmen
women is to he accompanied
be
will.
that
system
signal
ciety
telephone
cents down, but ofe
the market to the outbreak of liquida- changed to
tract, which was closed to
it to her now and on Christmas give the inspection of all save the close put Into operation soon in the Twenty-t- by one of those German shepherd tion in new quarters pointed to a ferings were light. The closing quoTUESDAY, DECEMBER, 16, 1913.
her a piece of lace and a bunch of friends of Hiram Makemson during hird
precinct. On ten street cor- dogs which the police department stronger technical position and led tations were as follows:
ners in that district iron posts will uses for catching criminals. These
roses. What is Christmas for if it is his life.
to a general advance. The
Wheat, Dec. 92
July 89.
MISTAKE OP THE "SPUGS" not to
The forest land came into the pos- be erected, surmounted with green dogs, which are said to, have a little eventually
get out of the rut and pro
70.
Dec.
Corn,
and
Illinois
Central
decline
May
in
early
70;
vide us with those dear and cherished session of the Makemson family by glass globes 12 inches in diameter. of the world in them, are naturally cher
Influenced
May
Oats,
held
stocks
41.
July
closely
42;
means
land
of
a
patent. On each post is' a tclephonij'ln direct rather gentle, but they are trained to
government
In this era pf faddism any quixotic "useless" things which make life
Pork, Jan. $20.70; May $20.85.
the general list only slightly, and
By both Hiram and his" son it was
:tnovement is 'reasonably sure of a worth living?
men upon a given command
held sacred. All about the tract were connection with the station, of the attack
Lard, Jan. $10.65; May $10.95.
of many issues mounted P.
prices
.Sallowing provided it possess the label
acres, but not even stock precinct. When .the desk lieutenant and hold them prisoners. The train point or more in short order. Reports
Ribs, Jan. $10.77; May $11.05.
T'f reform and a claim to
was
novelty
permitted in the wooded park un- in the station wants tocomniunic'ite er of the police dogs is making quote cf a better tone In the Steel market
Tiie Society for the Prevention o!
til after the death of its jealous with a patrolman on poBt he' pushes a little money on the side by training and the decrease in
SHALL THE TAXPAYER
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
European copper
Usriess Giving is one of the newer
HE THE GOAT?
guardian, some mouths ago. In set- a button and a light fuashes in the a number of these dogs for promin
Kansas
bullish
a
furnished
basis
for
City, Mo., Dec. 16. HogSw
movements which Is based on a reatling up the estate a sale was ordered green globe and continues to ftash ent society women, who plan to take supplies
Market steady to 5
24,000.
on
the
but
receipts
long
court.
operations,
trading
lumAn
lirrn
of
the
Indiana
at intervals' until the telephone is an- these animals with them wherever
sonably good Idea and if confined to
in Cue county of Bernalillo the by
cents
lower.
Bulk
was
not
New
Haven
active.
s'de
$7.307.65; heathat idea might accomplish consid- county officials have nat yet finished ber buyers purchased the walnut, aspay swered. There are five lights on each they go, either walking or driving, be
$7. 55 7. 70; packers and butchers
1
it
$95,000 for the timber just
rose
American
and
vy
ing
Telephone
erable benefit. But, as with numerous the tax rolls and are not yet ready stands. The aHh timber
to be sufficient protecbrought $20,- - circuit, so that fivej men can be lieving them
,
,
$7.257.60; pigs
$7.407.65; lights
other newl things, this Idea is being for the receipt of taxes, says the Al- 000 more, while the hickory, elm, and reached at the same time. If the new tion against tramps or other danger- 2V4- Bonds were firm,
'
iater. New $6.507.
reacted
Prices
around
Nad
overworked.
the oreanWr-rous
success
individuals.
and
smaller
timber
oak
it will be
buquerque Herald.
brought the system proves a
Cattle, receipts 12,000. Market steaHaven lost its gain and the Hill
used the word "extravagant" instead
If you go to the court house and total price for the standing timber installed in other precincts.
Prime fed steers $8.4010;
dy.
turned
shares
heavy.
of "useless" the movement would offer to pay
close to $150,000. Blooruington (111.)
your taxes, you are told
beef steers $78.25; western
dressed
held
Pacific
of
Weakness
Candian
.'.hcv-been better understood. Today that you will have to wait awhile.
Pantagraph.
At last there seems to be some
steers
showed
when
market
in
the
check
it
: ;.ho
$67.75; southern steers $5.50
Christmas spirit Is abroad in the
Large numbers fif people during
prospect that a stop will be put to
cows $4.407; heifers $69.25;
In 1602.
some
to
7;
harden.
Martha's
inclination
PLAYERS
PLAYS
AND
Vineyard
land. People are bustling about buy the latter part of November, acting
Here is what Bartholomew Gosnold the reckless sppeding of automobiles
The market closed firm After stockers and feeders $5.507.45;
ing gifts for others and the stores are on the suggestion of the attorney wrote of his voyage to Martha's Vine in the streets .of the city. For a
in a hesitating bulls $57; calves $6.5011.
had
prices
crowded with worried and harassed general of the state, went to the court yard in 1602, the Christian Science number of years, the reckless speedvau- fashion, the market turned upward.,
Mann
Louis
to
Is
Sheep, receipts 9,000. Market steaback
going
who
are trying to make house and offered to pay their taxes, Monitor remarks:
choppers
ers of automobiles have been treated deville.
to 10 cents lower. Lambs $7
recent
of
Absence
the
dy
disquieting
their desired purchases conform to They were told they would have to "We stood awhile like men ravished very leniently
authorities. Evrise.
The
next
the
season
Robson
facilitated
star
is
yearlings' $5.506. 85; wethere
to
7.80;
May
liquidation
the
of
at
beautie
and
delicate
this
means.
'their
Many will succeed In wait; and having shown their read!
en if arrested for speeding and in a new
as
were
follows:
sales
Forbes.
last
sweet
James
$4.505.25; ewes $44.75.
play by
soile; for beside divers clear
doing this, but many others will fail ness to pay, were told that no pen
brought into court, many of the
we
water
lakes
of
saw
fresh
(whereof
and the result wilt be that thousands alty would be taxed against them if no
were either dismissed with
meadows very large and full
'will be disappointed and there will be they paid as soon as the tax roUs of end),
a
or sentenced to pay a small
an
warning
and'
such
incredible
green grass
s
Sa many homes where were
number of vines that we could not do fine, a punishment which Imposed no
ready.
z as
good cheer and smiling faces should
The traveling auditor a few days for tredding on them.
This is the hardship upon the speeders, most of
prevail.
ago gave out the statement that it goodliest land ever we saw, for it is whom are wealthy men. Lately, howIt Is not in the giving of "useless" didn't make any difference what had replenished with faire fields and In ever, the city magistrates have come
-presents that the evil of our time is been promised the taxpayer or them fragrant flowers; also meadows to an understanding .tht more stricthedged with stately groves."
' found.
It la the habit of extrava- whether the rolls were ready or not, andMartha's
ness in dealing with speed-laoffenVineyard is still covered
gance which looks more to the price the taxpayer would have to pay the with the wild
is
to
ders
an
to
end
necessary
put
which
grapevines,
gave
'
vag man iu gooa lasie. iei us uu penalty just the same.
it its name, and the farms have often the constant violations of the speed
ive "useless" presents along with
The Herald has already called at a high standing for productiveness, law. Instead of imposing fine? the
V
useful ones. They are the only tention to the fact that there appears lnded, one of these farms once boast- magistrates
have begun to Impose
V
ed the largest corn crop ever produed
kind that will convey the real Christ- to be a slight hiatus hre.
sentences and the effect of this
jail
on an acre. The- yield was 125 bushmas spirit to our families and friends.
statements
the
of
method is noticeable already In the
Averaging up the
els of shelled corn.
At Christmas time we receive and various state officials we-'-- find that
smaller number of arrests made for
You are. not allowed to pay a your
cive gifts that bring surprise and
speeding., Evil minded, persons have
Stonewall Jackson.
pleasure. The little boy who receives taxes.
Stonewall Jackson was in his thirty- - no confidence in the efficacy of thlj3
a new pair of shoes for Christmas Is If you don't pay them you will be ninth year when he was stricken down new! method of- dealing' p with speed-laIn the midst of his brilliant work at
fcenefited, and If he really needs the penalized.
joffenders. They are of the opinshoes they will make an appropriate
We believe it is only fair io ask Chancellorsville. He was bom Jan- ion that? the? only effect will be, not'
uary 21, 1824, a,nd received (from his to dimmish' 'the number of violations
for more light on the situation.
present." But it should not be
own linesp'by accident) the wound
an unexampled display
that an inexpensive toy will We therefore request tba,JU aom that', killed
increase' the6 opThe children welcomed will-s- ee
him on May 2, 18G3. He of the law, but to
:ause his heart to leap with joy and one In authority tell us which state died
grafting.''
for
police
They
portunity
10.
wholesome
Dolls
was
He
entertainment
defeated
but
of
and enjdy
May
Toys and
rlo more to impart the glad sentiment official is qualified to "give' us our once, at Kernstown, when he was argue that the offenders ; who here,;
'
of Christmas than any of the actual orders.
greatly outnumbered. He was a mem tofore were willing to pay five or ten
necessities of life which could be
It Is just a little, too much to pre- ber of the Presbyterian church, and dollars to a policeman rather than
vent the taxpyer from obeying the was noted for his rigidity of religious go to court and pay a fine of $25 or
given him.
Many a good husband at this law and theii punish hfpiifor not do- belief and practice; but when it came more, would surely be willing to pay
i ;
to winning battles he was a progresmo
Let them see the new mechanical toys and have a very
Christmas time will buy his wife a ing so. , . . t
$1(0: 'to A' p'olicenian rather' than 'gq
sive
of
the
is
buried
He
progressives.
)':c
mew carving set or1 piece of furniture.
enjoyable and instructive time
uj .UfUt .ijvjj, uo. y. W(W
at Lexington, Va.
.(..i MJ
3Ie will no doubt imagine that he has
'
"'
"'
'
been thoughtful and liberal.' And It.
New
John Fenlon,-- chief
'Cost of Longevity Rising.
are
cannot be denied that euch gifts
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
a "state- n
The rise in the price of sauerkraut York "fire dnpartment.-lasue- d'
is specially to be regretted because ment the"" other daty in' which, he
iroTely considered! "useful." But
Professor Metchnikoff has been rechow much better It would be for the 4,
criticized the methods of the
husband to provide these "useful"
Washington. Dec' 'tG. Senate: Met ommending it warmly as an antidote civil service commission of the city.
for old age. Now that garlic Is being
gifts during the year and at Christ- at. 10 a, m.
brought forward by Rumanian hygien-ist- s One of the charges he made against
bill
mas time present his wife with
on'
currency
TW.te rtBmed
as a rival remedy, that, too, may the commission was that it had passsomething "useless," as the phrase with Senator Brlstow leading an at- be expected to soar beyond the reach ed men with cork legs and even men
goes, (but which would make her tack on the deposit guarantee feature. of an ordinary purse. Luckily, the without arms as available for the
noon.
more happy because, perhaps, it repHouse: Mef
light diet so highly commended as a fire department, while good and able
resented just a little bit of extrava- - President Gompers of the American recipe for longevity Is within the men had been refused owing to some
Kane and eacriflce. A jewel, a really Federation of Labor testified before reach of all. Springfield Republican. trivial defect that would not have
1- -3
ALL
personal trinket some article on the house, judiciary committee.
in the least with their ef
interfered
Sweet
Home.
Home,
which she had set her feminine
War department submitted final
ficiency as members of the fire de- A well known
Sieart would bring the flush to her renort on raising of the battleship about a brilliant player was talking
V
but unsuccessful dis- patment.
rrheek and the Jight to her eyes. A Maine In Havana harbor.
Blackstone.
of
set Is useful but It is impor-;na- l. Resolution adopted authorizing ex- ciple
"His habits are to blame for his failPlana have been accepted for a
STORC OF QUALITY"
A brooch would make an In- pert assistance for judiciary commit- ure," said he. "One of his remarks
VICTOR
new East side cc jrt house and prison
a
t
work.
illustrates his habits welL He said to take the
tee for
finitely better present, and yet
old
Essex
ph ce of the
G
TALKING
President Atkinson of tlie Nation- to me in the Union club:
7rooch 5s "uselass" in the hard and
Market court and jail, the old mu
"
M
no
'There's
like
home
comespeGIFT
place
material sense.
al Grangers, told rural credits
niciual court la Madison street, and
2
3
Lot us not forget, that we are mittee farmers wera opposed to co- cially at or a. m., when you've exMACHINES
S10SE
the Ludlow street jail. The building
hausted
the
of
all
the
other
pleasures
tnftrfely children grown r.p. The little operative agricultural credit.
and you're tired, and every- la tn, t.a aroM'AH iinnn a TllOt 100
places,
mm fclionM bnvft tovs and things Tbor committee reported in favor thing shut up anyway.' "
feet square, on the corner of second
to,
helr Pleasures and ' of a. federal bureau of safety.
1,
'
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TOYLAND OPEN
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'

REALISTIC "TRIP AROUND THE WORLD"

n
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A, E. Dorman of Denver, Col., was
a business visitor Here today.
C. H. Miller of Mora arrived In Las
Vegaa'last night for a several days'

,

Milton's Cottage
Chalfont St Giles
the Shrine to Which Number-l-

AT THE

"

MUTUAL MOVIES
BIUDGE STREET

f;. m $
"A 'SLIGHT MISUNDERSTANDING"
.

London.
Milton's cottage at Chalfont St. Giles, the shrine of number-

'

,

business visit.
Majestic.
J. B. Cook of Ribera came in last
two-re"THE
'GREEN
A
HORN"
Broncho.
feature.
bight and will be a business visitor
In Las Vegas for a few days.
J. M. Shoemaker of Buena Vista,
'
camel in yesterday afternoon for a
few days' business visit.
JUDGE DID NOT PAbS
Duncan Graham, a commercial
ealesman from Denver, was a business visitor in Las Vegas today,'
ON CRABTREE BILLS
Charles Herrlck of Denver was a
business visitor at the local business
houses today. He Is a. traveling sale
RECEIPTS WERE
GIVEN, HOW
man.
Get busy before our stock
EVER, IF RELATIVES WISH TO
W. G. Ogle, the land man, left yesSEE WHERE MONEY WENT
is exhuasted
terday evening for Springer where
he will be on business for several
Judge David J. Leahy said this
REMEMBER! our entire
made
days.
morning that the statement
It. C. Leonard, representative
for
yesterday evening to the eftect that
stock of ladies and misses tailorhe had approved the bills of those
the Endicott Shoe company of St.
ed suits and ladies, misses
Louis, was a business visitor In Las
persons andi Institutions which as
and children's coats, and also
sisted In caring for Mr. nnd Mrs. J,
Vegas today.
Mrs. Earl Showalter and children
H. Crabtree, the demented couple,
our entire stock of men's and
"M"
was a; mistake
Ind.,
lejft last night for Goshen,
will
at
boy's
relatives
for
clothing
where they will visit
go
"Ihe bills were not HUb.U'ej to
me and I did ngt pass upjn tuci:
several weeks.
sai
the pudge. "When ino cou.Me
F. P. Kahnt, representative for
;:
wartc1 brought before me and adjudg
the J. S. Brown Mercantile company
ed Insane, I stipulated thj.t co court
of Denver, was a business visitor In
Las Vegas today.
Every other item in our store
ci.iuges should be mate against
P. M. Richardson of Kansas City
will be sold at greatly reduced
c was stated
:ame Jn yesterday evening and will
authoritatively today
prices.
th.it every bill paid for the Crablrees
be a business visitor here for the
was receipted, in order that their rel
next few days.
Mrs. S. A. Morris left this morning
atives, when'" they returned t'their
for her home in Cleveland, N. M.,
honif;, might know what dlst:iil had
Hoffman & Graubarth
been made of their money and how
after having been a visitor In Las
Vegas for the past few days.
they had been cared for. In case
THE POPULAR PRICE STORE
Charles Cassidy of Cleveland left
there la an allegation or overcharge
or unfair treatment, the relatives will
thjs morning for his home after
Phone Main 104
be able to get into communication
haying been a business visitor In Las
with persons here who were paid for
Vegas for the past few days.
Ike Bacharach of the firm of Bach- their services. The care of the Crab-tree- s
Dr. G. M, Jones left this afternoon
arach Bros., left this morning far the
was expensive because it was
Rock Lakes on a short business vis for Springer for a short business visit. necessary to have special nurses to
B. R. McPhate left this afternoon watch over them
it. He made the trip in his auto
constantly, in addi
for Cleyburne, Tex., where he will tion to the other expenses mentioned
mobile.
.wljl
Miss Susie Whitaker, secretary to locate.
last night. It Is stated they were
Colonel R. E. Twitchell returned cared for as
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, of the New
cheaply as was possible
from Albuquerque, under existing conditions, the city
Mexico Normal University, left last this afternoon
night for El Paso, Texas, wffere she where he has been on legal business not having facilities for looking after
I
will visit relatives during the next for the past few days.
them and it being necessary to em
J. B. McCoy, storekeeper for the ploy private Individuals1.
two weeks.
L. W. Leeper, a conductor on the New Mexico division of the Sauia Fe
local division of the Santa Fe Rail- railway, returned this afternoon from
Guardina Against Croun
The best safeguard against croup is
way company, left last night for Col a short business visit in Albuquerque.
Miss Helen Browne of Kansas City, a bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar
umbus, O., where he will visit relahouse. P. H. Ginn,
has been visiting relatives !n Compound In thewrites:
who
next
few days.
tives for the
Middleton, Ga.,
"My children
J. A. Conley, master mechanic for Las Vegas for the past five weeks, are very susceptible to croup, easily
catch cold. I give them Foley's
the New Mexico division of the ieft this afternoon for her home.
H. D. Burrall of the Gallinas for- Honey and' Tar Compound and in
Santa Fe Railway company, was
Instance they get prompt relief
business visitor in Las Vegas today. est nursery, left last night for Fort every
and are soon cured. We keep it at
He came in last nfght from Raton. Smith, Ark., where he will visit relaT home and prevent croup." O. G.
To the 24th of December all hats tives during the Christmas holidays. Schaefer, Red Cioes Drug Store.
Mrs. A. F. Morrissett returned this Adv.
so for 50c on the dollar. Hats trim
med free of charge. Fur hats remo afternoon from her home in AlbuThe American Association for Labor
deled. New line of scarfs, auto querque, after having been a visitor
wiil meet In Washington
legislation
in Las Vegas for the past few days
veils and flowers. Mrs. Standish.-Advend of this month In conjunc
at
the
with
her
who
husband,
is employed
,
tion with the annual meeting of the
J.
Thomas of Topeka, Kani., here as claim inspector for the Santa
American
Political Science Associaarrived in Las Vegas last night for
tion.
O.
Jose
Morencio
He
is
Alarcon,
here.
visit
short
business
Baca,
a
employed by the Santa Fe Railway and Leofredo,, Alarcon, all of the
"The Best Medicine I Ever Used"
company and is in the ticket de- Pino ranch, 20 mile from Las Vegas
"Chamberlain's Tabrets ts the best
were
business visrtors In the city
partment.
today. Mr. , Alarcon formerly was medicine I ever used for constipation,
and headache," writes
probatf Judge of San Miguel county. biliousness
Roman Trujillo and Tomas Armijo Mrs. A. W. Milne, St. George, Utah.
of Sanchez, were business, visitors In These tablets are very effectual, easy
Las Vegas today. They say the cat and pleasant to take. For sale by all
tle range in the Sanchez vicinity is dealers. Adv.
In excellent shape, there having been
To protect the life and limb of Ohio
no snow, but plenty of rain. AH
a safety first campaign has
workmen
kinds of livestock are In excellent
SEASONABLE HINTS
been started by the Ohio industrial
condition.
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Moore arrived commission and early In the year a
Tpys should be selected early.
in
Las Vegas last night from their safety congress of employers and emTEere are so many new, attrachome
in Denver,
a few. days' stay. ployes is tq be held In Columbus.
tive kinds, and they are selling
are
riEiwn.
well
They
here, having reso rapidly, that the late buyers
A new labor organization, bound by
In
sided
thl3
for
several yearsC
city
will be disappointed.
Mr. Moore was at one time proprietor its constitution to oppose strikes and
J&ek Straws
10c
of the Moore Lumber company, whose uphold the arbitration method of setTrees
10c
establishment was located where the tling disputes and also to favor a
Tpy Christmas
Christmas Candles.. 10c
John Papen store is now situated.
graduated rathen than a uniform wage
10 Christmas Post Cards... 10c
scale, has been chartered In Kansas
15c
Tjiltlfl hnrlr mav mm fmm
Toy Meat Grinders
City. Founders of the organization,
work mid RptlloA fn thn Tnuoflea rf which is to be known as the National
...15c
Toy Drums . .
the back, or from dtaenRA. Tn tha twn
15c
Tambourines
..;
Toy
former cases the right remedy is Association of United Building Labor,
Toy Mutt and Jeff banks... 15c
BALLAKU'B SNOW LINIMENT.
It say It Is their Idea to form branches
should be rubbed In thoroughly over In all of the states.
15o
Toy Telephones
the affected tiart tbn relief n,m ha
Moving Picture Toy .Books. 25c
prompt and satisfactory-.- ' Price 25c,
25c
Abrogation of the pass privilege for
Toy Scales
50c and $1.00 per, bottle. Sold by
25c
Central Drug Co. Adv. Dossed Dolls
employes by the Pennsylvania rail-rea'
25c
has resulted In a movement to
y
Toy Violins
TM real name of Emmy Destinn, organize all clerks In railroad offices
Motal "Ash-Tra- ys.
.25c
the singer, is Emllie Kittel.
into a labor tinion."
50c; Gilt Edge Playing Cards. 25c
Bradley Full Fashioned Mufflers
...,50c
60c
Complete Shaving Sots
50c
Manicure Sets
75c
Shaving Mirrors
750
Cigar Sets
Elegant Hand Mirrors..... .75c
Gem Safety Razors
$1.00
our policy of keeping our stock always fresh, we offer choice
Sets of Sewing Scissors. .$1.25
Whisk Broom Sets with
Jewelry and everything we have, much belqw its customary
r
Holders ...
$1.25
value.
Toilet Sets
$1.25
Musical Postcards, the GreatAnything: in our store is yours at 20 percent Discount for
est Novelty.
Cash, a Material Saving, if you help us now to convert it
From Europea as long asOfJrt
jnto money.
thfv last
,Cuh

OUR SALE 15 0

.

TOYL AND
1EADQUARTERS

$r

d

Reduction in Holiday Jewelry and All
Goods
1

-

Geller's Jewelry Store.
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WATCH Mom

Once Home of Great Writer.

for the blind poet when he wished to
leave London to escape the plague.
The room in which he sat and wrote
is now a small museum, containing
letters, pictures and various editions
of his works. We can easily imagine
it as it must have been on that day
when the two friends were talking together, and Milton produced the poem
he had lately written, asking Ellwood
to read it at his leisure. It was as
Ellwood says, "that excellent poem
entitled 'Paradise Lost," and then he
continued:
"After I had, with my best attention, read it through, I made him another visit and returned him his book
with due acknowledgement of the
favor he had done me in communicating It to me.1 He asked me how 1
liked it and ; what I thought of it,
which I modestly but freely told him;
and after soma further discourse about
it,- I pleasantly said to him:
'Thou
hast said much here of Paradise Lost,
but what hast thou to say of Para
dise Found?' "
Milton's cottage Is at the end of
the picturesque Irregular village
street. Its windows look out on fields
and hedgerows and on the fragrant
garden which seems to be but a part
of them.
The back of the house Joins on to
other houses, in appearance hardly
less interesting than Itself. In one ol
them Breakspeare, Milton's publisher,
once lived.
It is still 'a "charming
place in spite of the fact that one of
Its rooms has become ,. a butcher's
shop; that Joints of meat hang in one
of its windows. Another house calls
Itself "The Old Cottage," and claims
to be the oldest in the village. This
is a shop, too, but of far more artistic
quality, a curiosity shop, with all
sorts of quaint things, peculiar to the
county or connected with its worthies.
The back windows look out on the
cherry orchard which stretched from
Milton's cottage to Breakspeare'
farm. It la said that Milton used to
find his way thither through the orchard, gulldlng himself by the tree
trunks. In fancy one could see the
blind poet stepping slowly through
the rich grass, holding out his hands
to touch the familiar trees.

units
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EVERYBODY BEADS THE

Over

Dangerous Trestle Ascent Was
.!'-':,- .
Result of a Wager.

f.

TAUPERTS

Joseph G. Armstrong, the new
yor of 'Pittsburgh, Is a union

ma-

glass-blowe-

OPTIC

r.

'

tpretten, Woods,

N. H.

Climbing U

the summit of Mount Washingtoi
over the dangerous trestle of th
Mountain railway In the darknesa
Mrs. W. G. Honford and Mrs. Beatrlc
Recknadel of New York accomplished
a feat never before Undertaken,1 It li
said, by their sei. The ascent wa
made as the result of a wager.
Wiih a high wind blowing and nc
lights to euide them, tha task of th
climbers in crossing over the 'loftj
Jij)b's ladder trestle wfts'egardec
as extremely perilous; ""As soon ai
roalroad" officials heard that-thehac
started up .the mountains, men witt
lanterns were sent after them tc
dissuade them from the attempt, but
were unable to overtake them until
they were close to the summit.
The two women reached the moun
tain top about ten o'clock, making
the distance of five miles in foui
hours and a half. They remained at
the house there until morning, when
Mrs. Honford's husband arrived in hit
motor car and took them back to theh
hotel.
Art" Sculptor
Chicago. Skirts slit higher mean
higher art, according to Mario Korbel
the young Bohemian sculptor. "Gre
clan girls wore skirts slit to the hips
and were paragons," said KorbeL
"Higher Silt Skirt

Forty-fou-r
states have now adopted
an age. limit for working children.

Efforts are being made to organize
the school tetfchera of Boston into a
union.
The biennial convention p the Or
der of Railroad Station Agents is to
be held in Boston next February.
The National Association of Letter
Carriers has decided to take a refer
endum vote of the membership upon
the question of affiliation with the
American Federation of Labor.
The International Alliance of Chorus People a trade union for chorus
girls and men has been organized in
New York City under the auspices of
the American Federation of Labor.
The beads of the Trades and Labor
congress of Canada have declared In
favor of the appointment of a govern-- j
ment commission to Investigate the
problem of the high cost of living.
Taking the United States as

a

Break Lease.
whole, the annual average wage of
New York. If a tenant is bothered
carpenters is estimated to be J 2, of
by rats or mice he can break hie coal minors
$G00, of factory workers
lease and move from the premises, ao
common
of
laborers $313 and of
cording to Judge Frleneld in an opln
school teachers ?183.
lou rendered here.

'
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PEOPLES B ANK m..TR.UST CO.
.
.
fiurin
MS!

Bothered

-

Sixth St.
OPEN EVENINGS.
521

is only a few weeks away and you are already
considering
acceptable gift
'
for yottt ' child especially that boy. ;
;
OPEN A SAVINGS ACCOUNT AND PRESENT HIM WITH A BANK BOOK

less pilgrims, the pretty spot to which
travelers Journey from the other side
of the world, is particularly attractive Just now, with its climbing vines
in all their fresh young beauty. Its
latticed windows 'open to the May
sunshine, its garden 'sweet with
flowers, its orchard white
with cherry blossoms. It has been
altered but little since Milton lived
there, being still the "pretty box" that
his friend Ellwood, the Quaker, took
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For 512.00 Golden Oak Dressers
For S15.00 Golden Otxk Dressers
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fQ,G3 For S22.50 Maple Dressers
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the real thing In Chamberlain's Tablets," writes D. It, Th'omas, pf Tldl-outPa. "They do the work and
cause no unpleasant reaction." In
cases of constipation when pills and
saline cathartics are used, their use
la often followed by constipation, as
they take eo much water out of the
system. On the other hand the effect of Chamberlain's Tablets Is so
agreeable and so natural that you do
APPARITION OF OUR LADY OF not realize that It has been produced
hy a medicine, and no reaction follows
GUADALUPE AT LORETTO
their use. For sale by all dealers.
SISTERS' HALL

HtLIIS IMIA

e,

TO OE GIVEN

Adv.

great religious and , realistic
drama 'will be presented at the hall
of the Sisters of Lojetto oil Thursday night at 8 o'clock. It presents
the great event of the apparition of
Our Lady of Guadalupe to the Indian,
Juan Diego, fin the Mount Tepeyac,
a few miles from Mexico City.
It Is not a moving picture; it la
a true and historical drama that
leads the spectator through the many
and interesting facts of this miraculous apparition of the virgin to the
Indian.
Because it Is presented in a rustic
3ut realistic form It pleases all people, old and young. Though without much display It causes great religious feeling and admiration., It Is
a wonderful play that all Catholics,
especially, ehould attend at this time
of the year.
The artists In charge of the drama
are most of them from Las Vegas
wnder the direction of two Santa
jPeans, Francisco Montoya with the
.difficult part of the Indian, which he
Tenders In a ekillful manner, and
Felipe Perea, who acts as the priest.
Admission fees, adults 35o, chilA

dren

1911, $S4.?2;
$315.20;
1913 $7,194.37.

and

1912,

Lincoln County Ready
Deputy Assessor O, T. Nye with a
crew of men have finished making
the required copies of the tax rolls
and the treasurer's copy has been
turned over for the collection of the
taxes of the county, says the Carri-zoz- o
Outlook. In a little less than a
week after the levy was certified to
the assessor he has been able to turn
out the rolls. Mr. Nye is to be complimented for his interest in the matter. Lincoln county was the third
county to get out the rolls In the
sfate. It is stated that a majority
of the taxpayers will pay less taxes
this year than formerly. The net
raise by the state equalization board
was only about $18,000,, whlclTls the
smallest in the state made over the
assessor. The railroad sent in a
check for over $20,000 as soon as notified of the taxes. This is only a
part of the taxes from the Southwestern.
The ice rata case, as it was called,
or more correctly known as the complaint of the Roswell Gas and Electric
company and the McCord Ice company of Carlsbad vs. the A. T. and S.
F., which was set for a hearing before the state corporation commission
today, was dismissed, representations
having been made to the commission
that the matter had been settled sat

.,
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL

Paid on November 29
Although the Lincoln county treasurer's report did not show the collection of any 1913 taxes during November, Governor McDonald paid on November 89, the sum of $1.60.22 in
1913
taxes to the Lincoln county
treasurer.
Notaries Named
Notary publics were named today
as follows: Victor Duran, Jr., Albuquerque; Lyman A. Sanders, Roswell;
Charles A. Spahr, Albuquerque; Adela
C. HolmquiHt, Albuquerque; Harold B.
Jamison, Albuquerque, and Jacob A.

The Albuquerque Creamery today
with the
state corporation commission. The
coiircern.it is understood-- will take over
the Sunshine Creamery there. The
agent for the concern is G. H. Sweeney. The capital stock is $25,000, di:
vided Into $1 shares and It starts bus
iness with $7,000 subscribed held by
the following who are the directors
and all reside in Albuquerque: Robt.
E. Putney, 3.5D0 shares; Mary L. Putney, 100 shares; G. H. Sweeney, 3,300
shares, and John G.Kerkenhoff, 100
shares.
Regarding Water Applications
The following business affecting Waaler applications was, transacted by
the state engineer this morning: No.
573, by Mrs. Julia Carey,, withdrawn
and cancelled. No. 792, by N. Mad-doof Roswell, for the irrigation of
200 acres from the Pecos river, granted. No. 790, by Master Brothers,
MeKlnley county, for the irrigation of 100 acres from the Pescado
river. No. 472, Farmers' Development
company, of Springer, change in point
of diversion approved. Nos. 795 and
79G, by Walter T. and Frank C. Rowland, of Hagerman, for 37 and 71
acres respectively, approved.

,

filed incorporation papers

Santa Fe, Dec. 16. In the supreme
court today a writ of habeas corpus
was argued. Two men of Raton are
affected. A. C. Voorhees represented the defendants, while Assistant
District Attorney Phillips, of the
the
Eighth diBtdlct,
represented
state. This original writ was filed
in place of an appeal writ from the
district court of the Eighth district,
which was withdrawn.
Gets Spur Track
A spur track, platform and waiting
room will be put in by the Southern
Pacific, at Mlesse, 15 miles east of
Doming, according to a letter received
today by the state corporation com.

mission.
Colfax County's Report
The Colfax county treasurer's report for November was received by
the traveling auditor's office this
It shows the collection of
morning.
over $7,000 of 1913 taxes, and Is the
third county of the 26 which collected
any 1913 taxes during November, Sandoval and Dona Ana being the other
two. The report shows the collection
of 1910 and prior
amounting to

25c.

This drama and a farce that will
are given for the benefit of
he Church of Our Lady of Sorrows.

ifollow

Up Against the Real Thing
"I think I have bumped up against

Bumped

isCactorily.

Cure Your Cold While You Can
More real danger lurks In a cold

than in any other of the minor aliments. The safe way la to take
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy ,and
rid yourself of the cold as quickly as
possible. For sale by all dealers.

Ra-ma-

I

16, 1913.

-

$862.83,

"

Dykes, Tunumcari.
New Incorporations

...

DECEMBER

Adv.

FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
Joe Azevedo vs. Owen Moran,
rounds, at Oakland, Calif.
"Spike" Kelly vs. Billy Walters,
rounds, at St. Joe, Mo.

10
15
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Dutch Celebrate Recall of the
House of Orange.
'

Complete First Cerrtury of Liberation
From Domination by Napoleon-Holl- and
Now On of Centers
of European Civilization.

Paris. Last rammer the Dutch completed the first century of their liberation from the France of Napoleon.
After the Battle of Leipzig, In 1813,
In which Napoleon was defeated, the
French were driven out of Holland
and the House of Orange once more
recalled to power. In November of
that year the prince of Orange, eon
of William V- - returned from England
and was proclaimed WllHam I. of the
Netherlands. It la the centenary of
this historic event that was commemorated with manifestations of patriotism in the little country of dikes and
dunes, says the American Review ot
Reviews.
Since

the beginning of the twentieth century Holland has come to be
looked upon by the world chiefly as
the home of that splendid international tribunal at The Hague by the
agreement of all the civilized powers
of the world for the settlement of disThe first
putes between nations.
world peace conference was held In
the Dutch capital in 1899 and the second in 1907. When the beloved Queen
Wllhelmlna. at the age of eighteen,
ascended to the throne of her fathers,
In 1898, the reform of Dutch franchise
laws had began. Electoral reform has
been one of the mooted questions in
Dutch parliamentary procedure ever
One of the most. Important
since.
pieces of legislation passed by the
states general during recent years
was a law (In 1903) making railroad
strikes Illegal. Other questions of
coast defence, colonies and a new customs tariff have engaged public attention during recent years.
One of the most appealing and important events of Dutch history since
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HOLIDAY: CARDS THIS YEAR?

In fashionable

and furs are featured. Whether in coats or gowns or
hats, one or the other (and oftener
both together), tell of the love of
luxurious clothing which seems to be
inborn in women. Brocades and furs
In the parlance of the street "talk
money." They are rich and beautiful
beyond all other materials.
In keeping with the richness of superb fabrics, garments are cut on
voluminous lines. Cloaks are big,
enveloping, richly trimmed and draped
about the figure. Fur collars and
cuffs, gold and silver laces by way
of adornment, add to their sumptu-ousnes-

.
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Come down to the office
and make your selection
from our beautiful line

It takes a few days to
engrave or print them,
so don't put it off too

of samples

long.
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and Furs Dominate Fashion

Brocades

SIPHICLf

LOW

15he

the beginning of the century was the
marricge of Wllhelmlna to Prince
In
Henry of Mecklenburg-Schwerln- .
1809 the birth of their first child, the
little Princess Juliana, was received
with great popular rejoicing. The
Dutch feel that there la less to feai
in the menace of German absorption
always a great bugbear to the Netherlander now that they have an heir
to the throne. Holland is one of the
centers of European civilization and
progress, and it cannot fall to be ot
great Interest and profit to traveling
Americans this year to see this very
modern little kingdom as It really la.
There is probably no country ot Europe in the track of the tourist about
which there is so much misapprehension as Holland.
Thanks to the genial Washington
Irving, who, in his Knickerbockei
History of New York, was the creatoi
of the stage Dutchman, there has been
a general impression abroad of Hol
land as a rather antiquated country,
peopled by a lot of stout folk who
wear baggy trousers and wooden
shoes. Many of us, however, have to
learn and a great many more to be
reminded of the fact that so well has
the little Dutch nation managed its
affairs that in addition to taking care
of its home government it holds the
reins over a vast empire of 35,000,000
Orientals, and at the same time keeps
abreast of the commercial, Industrial,
educational and artistic world of civilization.
Mother of Ten Walks
Minn.
Minneapolis,
Chandler of Middletown,
of ten children, three of

DIP

Although many coats, especially
those of all fur, are shorter than the
model shown here, many brocaded
coats trimmed with fur are very long.
This is fortunate for the average
woman. It takes a tall figure to wear
the shorter coats with any style.
All coats, whether long or short,
hang in to the figure at the bottom.
If you would be in the class of the
ultra fashionable, remember that in
all your gowns and cloaks you are to
strive for the effect of wrapping your
figure with loosely hanging garments.
Except about the feet everything is
full and roomy. But withal this
wrapped up figure, cloaks hang easily,
away from the neck and loosely about
the shoulders. In fact, garments are
cut to produce the pose of French

If it Is

BEST METHODS
-

OF ARRANGING

THE COIFFURE
you have dark and glossy
IFshow
the same discriminating

hair,
taste
displayed by the beautiful brunette
who is pictured here. Instead
of
striving for any of the fluffy or any
of the severely plain styles in coif
fures, select those which bespeak a
rich abundance of shining hair.
There is almost no wave in the hair
dressed In this fashion. But it is

A in L

W

53

short Brunettes are blessed
with hair even in color, and the colli
at the back are easily managed with
short novelties which will match ths
natural hair exactly. It Is not so easy
for blonds to find a perfect match, as
blond hair Is generally somewhat
streaked.
In dressing this coiffure 'nearly all
of the hair Is combed back to form the
coils.
These require four (strands,
and they are parted off evenly. By
waving the hair a little it is easier to .
make the colls full and light and gives
the back of the coiffure a better finish also at the crown of the head.
The hair is massed at the back Jus!
below the crown and above the
nape
of the neck. Large shell pins with a
few mock Jewels, and of excellent
quality, are fine with this coiffure.
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
Black Lace Waists.

As

...i

carefully coiled braided and pinned
small pins into position.
with
days on the road There many
are four coils overlapping
across the back of the head, those at
First Recall Election Against Woman.
each side being first braided loosely.
Hanford, CaL The first recall elecThe ears are covered except at the
tion against a woman in Cadifornla H
lobes, and the hair Is brought out only
Da
E.
N.
Mrs.
directed
against
being
a little way on the cheek. A few
vidson, superintendent of schools in
short locks are Just barely curled at
King county. Thomas Rossman, once the cndB at the side and
lie fiat to the
a principal in the Hanford schools,
started the recall against Mrs. David temples.
This coiffure may be managed by
son, after his certificate bad been re
one having fairly thick hair, even
any
voked.
..
days. She spent

mole-colore- d

VKAMAAAAAAAAAAAM

1,500 Miles.

Mrs.
Marie
N. Y, mothei
whom accom
wals
panied her, finished a 1,500-mil- e
here, winning $4,000. Friends In Mid
dletown agreed to rebuild Mrs. Chan
dler's burned house providing sh
made the trip from New York In 6E

women In wearing wraps of fur
they wear such garments as if they
were slipping off the shoulder.
Fox, skunk and martin are favored
for collars, cuffs and borders. White
fox and furs dyed in fancy shades are
smartest for evening wraps. After
all, the dark furs make the best combination with rich brocades.
It will not be hard to picture to
the mind the wrap shown here, with
dark
ground having deep
Nattier blue in the pattern of foliage
and flowers which covers it. The
combination is Quiet hut very rich.
There is almost no combination more
elegant.
Brocades for such coats are wide
and they are expensive. One must
expect them to cost from ten to twenty dollars a yard. They are more
costly than plain velvet, but such
triumphs of the weaver's art must
bring a price commensurate with their
superb beauty.
Muffs and turbans are made of these
rich fabrics, and trimmed with fur.
They lend elegance to plain costumes
without requiring a great outlay of
money. Fabric muffs are draped and
are larger than those of fur.
It will be noticed that the material
Is draped in the seams of the coal
pictured here and that the shouldei
line (or the lack of shoulder line) preserves the vague outline of the flgurt
which fashion delights in.
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.

a refreshing change from white

waists, the black lace waist, usually
In chantilly, is made over flesh color
or white lining, which will give equally good service with a newer style.
They are Just as suited as white
waists for wear with a suit of any
color.
There is a great variety of
styles In these waists, some having,
the foundation of net, chiffon or lace
in white, with the black chantilly laca
In bolero or Jacket arrangement, with'
the lower section of the sleeves and
the front of the waist In white.
Leather Accessories.
Leather and suede are popular for
many of the accessories of woman's
dress. One a sort of leather peplum
fitted to the flare of the hips, and
twelve or fourteen inches of the new-ethings is the wide hip belt wide.
These belts are fastened with ball1
and socket fastenings under little,
pearl buttons. They are lined with
silk In self color.
j
st
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GREAT CHANCE TO
EXHIBIT LIVE
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Over your supply of stationery.
If you are running short, you'd

better put in an order right away
with

THE OPTICS'
JOB DEPARTMENT
We can supply you with loose
leaf books ' of all descriptions,
stamps, seals and practically
everything in the line of office
supplies.

o
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SOCIAL AND
BUSINESS CARDS
Engraved or printed, at prices
that are sure to interest you.
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All work must be perfect before

allowed to go out of the shop.
That's The Optic's Way.
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STOCK
MANAGEMENT OF SAN FRANCISCO FAIR IS MAKING PREPARATIONS ON BIG SCALE

The maintenance of view herds of
selected and typical pure bred ani
mals at the Panama-Pacifi- c
interna
tional exposition during its entire period from February 20 to December
4 is the most important feature that
has ever been planned for any great
live stock exposition.
Every human
being is interested in some form of
animal life, but every great exposition heretofore has been obliged to
confine Its live stock exhibition to a
very limited time late In the season
and has thus deprived the great'; ma
jority of visitors from seeing it.
The PanamaPacific
international
exposition is the first of its kind to
he held in the Pacific coast area. It
is the first to be
with the
event which it celebrates, and the
first to maintain a continuous Live
Stock show throughout its entire pe
riod.
From this continuous exhibit the
farmer perhaps will derive the greatest benefit. Ho- will be able to see
and appreciate all of the exhibits in
other departments, but the exhibit of
liev stock will have' a special appeal
to him because It is not only a matter of general human Interest but It
is the thing from which he gets his
daily bread and butter. Typical
herds of animals of all the different
recognized dairy breeds, varying in
numbers according to circumstances,
but uniform for each class, will be an
object lesson the like of which has
been shown in no other place in the
world.

16, 1913.

farmers like good horses, and the
View. Herds of each different breed
will offer an ample opportunity for

the study of animals which are of the
purest and finest types, and will be
an object lesson from which the farmer can gain the information necessary
in deciding the type of horses he
needs in his work and which he will
select as the basis of his breeding operations with which to supply his
customers.
As the coast and mountain region
of the United States is largely an un
developed country as far as pure
Tired stock is concerned and as the
farmers of this region are anxious to
secure good stock, their demands, together with those of other countries
bordering on the Pacific, will afford
a market for exhibited animals which
will Insure satisfactory sales not only
from the View Herds but from the
herds from which they are assembled.
A few animals maintained as a View
Herd by the record association which
controls them will result in good to
all breeders of each particular type
and it is believed that the whole
breeding fraternity would appreciate
this feature of the live stock exhibit
more fully and will favor It more
highly than any contest for premiums
which could have been arranged, no
difference what the prize money may
have been.
A Danger Signal
Hoarseness in a child that is subject to croup is a sure sign of an approaching attack. Give Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy as eoaa as the child
becomes hoarse and the attack may
be warded off. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
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THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main W
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
JONES-BOWER-
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Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents
Jefferson Raynolds, President
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President
JS. B. Davis, Vice President
HalJot Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

OR. F. B. HUXMANN

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. N. M.
Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.
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INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSIT:
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every department
Banking
The young farmer just starting in
Albuquerque, N. M,
'
E.
Central
215
prepared to give the best of service
the business of breeding pure bred
23 Years Practical Experience.
cattle, hogs or horses, and undeterTV. W. BOWERS.
mined as to what breed to select will E. A. JONES
needs
find all the information he
spread before him in the living ani- TE2
est Tims:
mals which make up the View Herds.
The experienced breeder will have an
MERCHANTS CAFE
opportunity to compare the results
attained by other breeders and learn
The Rest Place to Eat
the reason of his own failings and
shortcomings. The farmer who has
Breakfast, Dinner or Supper
1,050 FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR BOOR
not given attention to breeding will
in Las Vegas
find inspiration in the type and Quality of the animals on display, while
C. C. CLAYTON, Prop
their selection by experts as typical
animals will heli him to study the
517 DOUGLAS AVE.
Next to Postal Telegraph Office
points of resemblance and of difference so that he may select the type
best suited to the conditions which
surround him. The city man who Is
interested in cutting down the' high
cost of living will be able to note the
LET US SEND YOU A MAN
progress which has been in the deTo put our New Metal
velopment of meat and milk producing
animals and will gain milch informa
WEATHERSTRIPS
WERLAN D MODEL B$ T
tion as to which kind produces the
on your doors anil windows to kppp
choicest of viands, and also of the
out cold and
cost of its production. The breeders
Telephone or call and we will have our demon -SAVE FUEL
who have animals on exhibition and
show you
those who are interested in the same
breeds will have a long period for
Contractor am! Builder
taking orders for future delivery
PHONE
Vega 466
Las Vegas
Co
which they could not have, if the
live stock exhibition were restricted
Phone Main 344.
Wm. Whalen, Prep.
to a shorter period, as has been the
Professional Health Culture for Ladiee
case heretofore.'
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
Each breed exhibited will be suGeneral
as
record
Its
breed
Massage, Hair and Scalp
perintended by
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manisociation and orders for animals will
cure, Chiropody.
be handled by the secretary of the
Hotel Romalne
EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS
association and distributed among the
breeders according to the age, qual- Office Honrs: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
ity and price prescribed by the purchaser.
,
ifBfci
The recent announcement of the
sale of a Shorthorn hull in the Ar
SURPLUS
CAPITAL PAID IN
gentines for $35,200 in gold at a pub1100,000.00
of
is
a
indication
lic auction
slight
the: Interest in pure bred animals, and
s
O
the demand which now exists, and
which is rapidly growing in Latin
American countries.
There is only one place on earth
where the American hog can be obH
J. M. Cunningham, President
P. T. Hosklns, Cashier.
tained and that is in the United
Casa.
S.
E.
Ass't
Frank, Springer,
Lewis,
States- - of America. Foreign nations
their
have been requested through
x
proper representatives to urge their
citizens whcvsit the exposition to
come prepared to buy and it is known
that great interest is being taken In
several classes of American live stock
by foreigners, this being especially
true of the milk producing breeds of
cattle and of all the different breeds
of swine.
Every farmer is, interested in the
horse, not only for his beauty,"1 general usefulness and intelligence, But
because he is the one important moNational Cask
Office with the San
tive power of the farm. By the inof
and
sagahis
use
strength
telligent
city the farmer creates the new
WM. G. HAYDON
Pr. '
wealth which each year grows out of
Y:,o Ti
II. W. KELLY
the ground and Is added to the total
1
HOSKINS
T.
D.
wealth
This
of human achievements.
.
did not before exist and the horse is
more intimately associated with, the
farmer in Its production than any
other animal. Most people and all
t
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Ve Have the First Car of
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Of the Season
The shipper sa.ys they are the very best
tha.t have been shipped in a. number of
PR.ICES VERY REASONABLE

33

-

-

40

and
DOZEN

50
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GO

Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

at

LET US HAVE YOUR ORDER

5:32

in securing the entire output
of neckwear from a New York

J. H. Stearns and S. B. Davis. Jr.,
should have been included in the list
of contributors to the Las Vegas hosevening.
pital published yesterday
25 and Mr.
Mr. Stearns donated
Two sections of the Santa Fe limited No. 3 have been run for the
This increase of
past few days.
business comes from the east and reports are that the rush, will continue
for some time.

Manufacturer at half price.
Values to sell at 50o and
75o we are offering at

A contract for the laying of a new
floor in the Duncan opera house was
let yesterday to M. M. Sundt, and
The idea
work will start at once.
of building the new floor is primarily

35c

for the benefit of the East Las Vegas
fire department, which will give a
dance in the opera house on New
Year's Eve. The house will be placed
in first class condition and the first
dance to be given a the floor will be
that of the fire fighters.
At a meeting of the firemen last
night at the city hall, the committees
in charge of the dance made reports,
all of which were pleasing to the
chief and showed that the men are
taking a greater Interest this year
than ever before.
In regard tothe costumes for the
dance, the committee in charge advises all Las Vegans to await the arrival of the regalia here from Denver,
as the outfits displayed will be the
newest thing in this line and the
price I will be reasonable. The com
mittee ordered this year's cosumes
fioni the best firm in Denver and
many new- and unique designs will be
sent, Doiibtless it will prove cheaper for those who will attend this
dance to rent th'elr costumes rather
than have them made.
All other arrangements for the affair are progressing nicely and insure
success for the big dance. The public, in suppoiKin the affir, doubtless
will realize the benefit of the volun
teers. Eeverybody Is asked to assist
an
in the success of the thirty-thirnual dance of the fire department.

Correct Garments for Men

Musical nostcards. the ereatest no
An enlarged picture of the Y. M.
A. camp has been framed and velty from Europe, as long as they
placed, in the association. This pic last two ror 25c. 5, 10 and 25 Cent
"'
.
ture, which is a sepia finish, is at Store. Adv.
tractive and well displays the beau-

Direct from the Indian

sortment

.

Reservations-Lar- ge

fine colorings

--

-

unique

As-

ties of the scenery at the camp.
was taken by J. L, Tooker.

It

DR. MONTGOMERY IS

a result

of the Christmas rush
the Kansas 'City postal department
has hired 160 extra mall carriers to
As

patterns-a- ll

prices.
These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the

INVITED

assist in the handling of the big bus
iness. The postmaster at that office

iVlAN

10

Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.
Bear this in mind when buying your presents

The Y. M. C. A. basketball team
held a practice last night at the armory which proved successful. The
squad of players that practiced included about 14 men. The next prac
tice will be held' this evening when
a short signal drill will occur. All
members of the squad are expected
to be present.

SAINl-IMrtiO-

Iim

4

VEGAS

REPRESfcNTlNG
MRS. J. p.
WIL.L. LOCATE

IviuKumiM

expects the postal business this
month to be the heaviest ever known
in Kansas City.

IniS STATE

Upon learning mat a certain Dr.
Dr. George W. ivioiugomery of
is now in jjuuung, in. JV1.,
uie poooiuamco oi mat piate
ot a bmianuui
uie eiecL-piiiuercuioaifc, uie tumuituciu duu
uns morning leiegidpiieu mm concerning tue uiuuy auVdiiLUdea liao
vegus naa to ouer, mentioning Uie
.uouieiuuia noiei u tne xiou spunks.
a kjuer giving mora, aetaiieu facts
was lmtileu jjr. jMoMgoiiitsiy tms at
Cni-cag- o

for the approaching Holidays.

CHILES

1LFELD COMPANY

New Mexico Largest

Wholesalers

Frederick E. Olney, a son. of Dr.
of this city,' has filed
suit dn the district court for a di
vorce from his wife, Mrs. Mecie Hard- wick Olney. Mr. Olney alleges aban
donment. The couple were married
in 1907 in Missouri. Mrs. Olney, it is
understood, is In California and refuses to come here to jolin her bus
band, who resides on a farm near
Las Vegas'.
P. B. Olney

FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS BAKING

mmMm
Inf. Alii

(fV

.fc;Jf

you cannot afford to use
any but the best flour
which is of course Our
Pride. Don't run the risk
of spoiling the bread, the
pudding, the pie, the cake.
Order a sack of Our Pride
flour
and make sure
to-da-

of

y

that part of your

sup-

plies for the feast.

LAS VEGAS ROLLER MILL

PH,?,NS

At Ibe Home of Ibe Best of Everything Eatable

Leave Your Orders
Here For That

.TURKEY

Doctor Frank H. H. Roberts,
president of the New Mexico Nor
mal University, announced today
that the board of regents of the in
stitution had severed the connection
of G. L. Cornell with the school. Mr.
Corneil has had charge of the uhorthand, typewriting and bookkeeping
departments for a year. When asked
what the reasons for the board's ac
tions were, Dr. Roberts replied:
"General reasons."
The glee club and orchestra of
the New Mexjco Normal University
will give a concert at the Browne
theater Friday night. In addition to
the music there- will be three reels
of motion pictures.
The entertain
ment is being given to defray the expenses of the Normal's musical or
ganizations' trip to Albuquerque last
month, when they made' a distinct, hit
with the teachers of the state during
tse session of 'the New Mexico
association.

al

The following civil' service examinations, will be held In this city on
the. dates mentioned : January
Junior fuel engineer (male), salary
?1,380' to $1,500; topographic draftsman and copyist, salary. $1,000 to
January 12 Medical assistant
(male), salary $1,800; assistant map
printer (male), salary 75c per diem;
junior lock fitter (male), salary $1.25
per diem; band leader and instructor
(male), salary $720; band leader and
athletic instructor
(male), salary
$720; dairyman (male), salary $600.
For all other information inquire of
Oscar Llnberg at the local postoff.ee.
7-- 8

$1,-50- 0.

THE

GHAAF--

.

ft

HAYWARD

CAilABAO OFFICERS
REGRET SATIRES
THEY ASSURE PRESIDENT

THEY
NOT MEAN TO INSULT"
HIM
"
Washington, Dec. 16. Officers of
the Order of Carabao' sent assurances to administration officials today
that they entertained no spirit Or purpose of hostility to President Wilson's
Philippine policy when they gave their
dinner last week and gave travesties
nd satires on members of the cabinet
DID

I

CO, STORE

president of tne order, today repu
diated the work of the press agent
who furnished advance stories about
the dinner, which declared that wht
was said and done was designed to
show the .."lack of .svmnatTiv for re
cent devefoflnents' and tendencies In
the Philippine government."
Admiral Howard said neither he nor
any other officer knew such statements were being given out. Brigadier General AlesMre, Brigadier General Mclntyro and Admiral Howard
conferred with Secretary Garrison today and promised to furnish a report of what occured at the banquet.
President Wilson's order for an Investigation of the affair has created
a great commotion in army and navy

and other public of Mala.
Bear Admiral Howard, honorary circles.

Charles Tamme, city clerk &nd the
man who has built and decorated the
sign boards In this city for the past
15 years, this morning discovered
that his most valuaMe implement
was missing. The missing article is
a long bill posting brush, and was
taken from the alley between Sixth
and Seventh streets and Baca and
avenues. Mr. Tamme
Washington
was using the brush at this place but
was absent from his work for a
short time and returning discovered
the Iobs. As the brush could not
possibly be of any use to anyone except Mr, Tamme, any person finding
it should notify the city clerk at
once.

Whole Family Can

inveb-iie,auu-

temoou.
According to the information, re
ceived, Dr. iVtoutgomeiy is Uie per
sonal representative
of
John 1),
tioukeleiier and, i.ii. J. nerpom
Morgan, who are backing the proposition and Tho are to build the sani
tarium. No deiinlie location has
been selected. The water, climate
and hot springs, witu the many other advantages of Las Vegas which
cannot be obtained in any other part
of the state place this city on a
prospective list. Doubtless Dr. Montgomery will investigate conditions
here soon.
'

FDSTOFFICE BREAKS
ITS FORMER RECORD
MORE PACKAGES
HAVE
BEEN
HANDLED NOW THAN DUR- ING ALL OF LAST YEAR

Postmaster F. O", Blood this morning announced that the efficiency of
the postofflce would be increased
about 25 per cent during the Christmas rush. The plan that will be followed is that the employes will be
worked overtime, drawing extra pay.
No extra help will; be hired. The
present force no doubt is in a position to handle this work under, the
plan that the postmaster has arran-

ged'

Already the business has increased
stunt
considerably, and the extra-hou- r
doubtless will be placed in operation
within the next few days. Parcels
coming from long distances necessarily are mailed early with the "Do
Not Open Until Christmas" sign attached. Many such have arrived.
Up to last night the registry
the postofflce had handled as
many packages as it had up to December 31, 1912. This is a most uni
usual, record and shows the vast Increase of business, as thfc month is
now onlylialf finished, with the greater part of the Christmas business
still to be handled.

OUR SPECIALTIES

OPEN ALL NIGHT

i

1

vi

i&

I BOUCHER S
Have You Tried
Our
I

bill

1

kimli U

We have a beautiful
line of rockers rang-

ing in price from

$2.00 to 15.00
Why not get the children a set

of Old Hickory

Toys?
We have a full line of Doll Carts at lowest
prices

J.

C. J0HNSEN & SON

0

C?

J

.

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

"

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
f

U. W,G Oil D QNrmi

at

is interesting the public and no doubt pair

January

17

January

S

Christians vs. Presby-

terians.

its approaches. The road through
the canyon will be built in the form
of a runway, which will he located
on the side of the hill, 12 feet above
the present thoroughfare. The approaches are in the worst possible-shapand are curved in a dangerous

day. They will be straightened and
repaired.
The San Miguel county road commission is contributing $500 toward
this work, while the state will furnish all other funds needed. According to the present outlook it will
from two to six weeks to repair
the road.

re

Try a dram
at the Opera

of Old Taylor Bourbon
n
Bar. Adv.

120 International unions
affiliated
with the American Federation of Labor will unite in making an elaborate exhibit at the Panama-Pacifi- c
ex
position to be held in San Francisco.

A convention of representatives of
every labor union in Colorado has
been called to meet in Denver on December 16 to consider the question
ot calling a statewide sympathetic
strike in support of the miners now
in the Colorado coal fields.

SNOW STOHM LIKELY
TO BE A BIO ONE
OLD TIMERS PROPHECY
CONLI-TION- S
ARE RIGHT FOR A
FALL

J

,

4

Methodists

vs.

Bap-

tists.
January 81 Methodists vs. Christians.
February 7 Baptists' vs. Presbyterians.
February 14 Christians vs. Baptists. '
February 21 Mftnodlsts, vs. Presbyterians.
February 28 Christians vs. Presbyterians.
March 7 Methodists ye. Bnptists.
Each team will play six games.

CONVICTS

TO REPAI

Starting with a drizzling rain abou
9:30 o'clock, a enow storm which,
promises to continue for several days
began last night tand has continued at
a steady pace all day. The fall is
light, but promises to ne heavier by
tomorrow. Reports from other parts
of the state are that the snow Is general. All points north have snow
as well as Albuquerque and other
places south.
Old turners this morning shook their
snowy heads and said that, the country is in for a big snow.
"Whenever a storm starts from the
east and comes as the snow has today
you can depend that it will turn Into
a heavy storm," said one of the
pro-pJiet- s.

h

My I ill

Sweet, Sour and
Dill Pickles, Sauer
s
Kraut

Fis, Nuts, Etc. Etc.

Guatemala

Coffee

wti'

'

.

Fresh Oysters
K. C. Steaks,

rv u

d

;

SBISMARK

V

this exhibition will be among the
amusing events of the afternoon. Two
of the fastest teams in the business
men's class of the Y. M. C. A. have
been chosen to play and much
will be released when they
NEWTON BOYSfWILL BE clash. The
boys game that will
open the afternoon also will be inGIVEN DINNER PARTY teresting and will show the development of the future citizens of Las
Vegas in an athletic way.
The tickets for the game have been
Y. M. C. A. WILL ENTERTAIN
FOR
THE VISITING BASKETplaced on sale and a large advance
sale is desired, bs a certain amount
BALL PLAYERS
must be raised to assure the expenses
The Newton, Kas., Y. M. C. A. bas- of the Newton team.
ketball team, which is to play the
local Y. M. C. A. team here on Christmas afternoon at the armory, will ar- INDOOR BASEBALL TO
rive a week from tomorrow afternoon
and will be the guests of the Y. M.
EGIN ON SATURDAY
C. A. at a supper given on Christmas
Eve. Secretary LeNo.Ir and Physical
Director De Marafs are making arSUNDAY SCHOOLS OF THE CITY
rangements for this affair and promWILL FURNISH TEAMS FOR
ise to provide a most pleasant evenTHE RACE
Newton
for
the
ing
boys.
Reports from Kansas are that the
Arrangements for the
Sunday
Newton team is one of the fastest in
School Indoor Baseball league have
that part of the state and that it has
(been completed.
The first match
won every game played thus far this
will be played Saturday afternoon at
season. Doubtless it will give the
3 o'clock.
The Methodists and tbe
local squad one of the fastest games
Christians
will be the opposing teams.
ever played in the city.
the
Following is the schedule for
This game will be tbe most import
'!
ant basketball contest ever staged in winter:
December 20 Methodists vs. Chrlo-tians-.
Las Vegas. The' team is coming
from a greater distance than has any
December 27 Baptists vs. Presbyother club, and to win this game
terians.
means much for Las Vegas.
January 3 Christians vs. Baptists.
The business men's volleyball game
January 10 Methodists vs.
which will be played as a preliminary

"

SERVES YOU EIGHT

Enjoy

.

Taichert's
Clothing Store

Best

Present the

A

DANCERS AT ANNUAL FIREMEN'S
BALL ARE ASSURED GOOD
GLIDING

Come in and have first choice

T. Hutchison, an experienced
shoemaker, Is now In charge of the
People's Shoe Shop, formerly owned
Sixth, street
by Felipe Baca, 507

BLANKETS

UIE

FORTUNATE

C.

MAJO

Best of All a Rocker for Xmas

OPERA HOUSE

WE HAVE BEEN

Finch's Golden Weddlnlg Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

He solicits shoe repairing.
material, quick service. Adv.

BE PUT IN

I

A big dance for all at F. B. hall
Thursday, December 25. Adv.

16, 1913.

NEW FLOOR WILL

NECKWEAR

O,

P.

DECEMBER

CHRISTMAS

Davis $20.

Cents

TUESDAY,

IY

CANYON ROAD

STATE
ENGINEER
FRENCH
NOUNCES PROGRAM COVERING SIX WEEKS

AN-

Up to this afternoon the actual fall
was about three inches, with snow

still falling. If the weather turns
colder this evening the storm may
abate for the night, but undoubtedly
Las Vegans will awake in the morning and find themselves fn the midst
of one of the biggest storms experienced this winter.
Tourists passing through this afternoon stated that the snow storm
was raging as far north as Trinidad
and Raton with no signs of abatement Special precaution is being
taken by the Santa Fe Railway company so as to avert any possible stopping of traffic by the snow.

Mayor R. J. Taupert ef the road
commission this morning received
word from James A. French, state
engineer, to the effect that the convict gang is now on its way to Rocky
canyon, about seven and one-ha-lf
miles south of Las Vegas, where It
will be employed repairing "and rebuilding the Santa Fe train Mr.
Frenche also informed '.Mr.'" Taupert
that immediately following the Completion of work at thia place the conTOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
victs will be sent to Tecoiote.
The work that is toi.v$ done at
'
Girl for general houseRocky canyon is to rebuild, the road WANTED
re813 National avenue.
work.
through the canyon proper and to
.

BOUCHER o

.
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Progressive Las Vegas Merchants offer helpful suggestions for those who would
make acceptable presents to relatives arvd friends. They will be glad to assist
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
you, arvd invite you to look at their goods.
SS Sg
THE BROWNE THEATRE
MURPHEY'S DRUG STORE
IT
gjg

THURSDAY. FRIDAY and SATURDAY
December II, 12 and 13
6-REE-

.....

25 Cents,

CHILDREN

15 Cents

PARISIAN'
SHOPPING

IVOR Y, CUT GLASS, HAND PAINTED CHINA, GIFT

BAGS, INITIAL. BOX PAPER, CORRESPONDENCE

LATES, HUYLER'S

Cheapest and Best

CANDIES, FRENCH PERFUMES,

BOOKS,

CARDS,

MESH

LIGGETT'S

.BAGS,
CHOCO-

jSSbSS&jgssswsssb

OUR CANDIES

Let MURPHEY Settle Your XMAS GIFTS PROBLEMS

because your clothes don't need to be
cleaned ajain next day
because you are always pleased

MAKE THE BEST OF GIFTS
Everything strictly first class and all candies fresh and
wholesome

TRY US THIS YEAR.

THE PARISIAN DRY CLEANERS

Simpkins Bros. Candy Co.

Cards and Monogram

All Around

Satisfaction
Will be the result of your
purchase If it comes from
us.

Emenaker

FUSE HOME MADE CANDY

Stationery

15 CENTS PER POUND AND

large buyers

Make Good Christmas

otter Candy Co.

Presents

DON'T FORGET

Very Appropriate Christmas Present
A black or brown felt slipper, fur top, for Mother.
A felt Romeo slipper for Father. A pair of red or
blue felt slippers for the children with fur or plain top

That When in Need of

Hedgcock

614 Douglass Ave.

me

Buy Your Holiday Goods

are talking about for Xmas
picture framing
First In First Served
703

-

Douglas Ave.

Buy'a Perfect

Protection Life
Insurance Policy
For your
Family's

I

f

I

i

!1
I

!

Xmas

Present

From

H. S. VAN PETTEN
General State

Ant

From

PURE WINES, LIQUORS OR BEER

Get Them of The

IFjYOU WISH SHOES WE HAVE A COMPLETE STOCK

that's the place the people

You can obtain same by calling up Greenclay's Family Liquor Store Main 212, the most
Liquor House in
te

the state

Optic Publishing Company

W. F. Doll

East Las

V

We Have a Complete Line

Goods
latest designs in
foreign & domestic fabrics

of the

JOSEPH BILLBRAND
Merchant Tailor

619 Douglas

have the most original line in the West

The Jeweler

egas

Up-todateTail- or.

including filigree and other souvenir goods make excellent
Christmas gifts

SeJjIno Ljfan
Bridge

Work, Etc.
..

Mexican Art Jewelry
We

Indian Curios, Real Indian
Pottery, Art Leather, Drawn
609 6th. St.

'UP

Special prices to Churches, Schools and i other

The Jeweler

Variety Shop

.SPECIAL

CANDY

Remember our name on
the box means a lot.

A

BAER'S CURIO

BRASS GOODS.

Cheapest
Hcst

tnimayo blankets.
Leather and Bested
hand bags, Penants, Banners, M exican Filigree end
Indian Jewelry, Teneiff
and Mexican drawn work,
Stationery, Post Cards,
Booklets, Picture Frames,
Candies, Cigars.

LS-6

ADULTS

ADMISSION,

ENUINE Navajo and

CHRISTMAS

HEADQUARTERS FOR XMAS PRESENTS

The Last Days of Pompeii

JS1S

5W

6P-

-

Iloliday Goods
For your Selection. Come early and
avoid the rush

Drurj f.Co.
CentroJ
GOODALL, Manager
K. D.

"VXri-- T

"V XTOI

a membership
TUB

Y. M. C.
FOR YOUR BOY?
CHRISTMAS PRESENT
Can You Thisk of a Bet'er Preseri?
A

We've

LtAiEuY AO

"a Jo

-

FULL

Street

r

nt t!.e

A

TO

New Cut Can Take Care ol More

to
1

are excellent Xmas Gifts.
Ffcore

Ihin 22 i

s

7
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PROCLAMATION

BIGGEST

Whereas, in conformity with Chap
WILSONter No. 78 of the laws of the state of
New Mexico passed at the second reger4
ular session of the first legislature of
said state for the year 1913, provision is made for the holding of special elections to regulate the barter.
sale and exchange of intoxicating li
New York, December 16. There is and muffs for young women. White
quors in district designated, within
suits to caracul will be high style for evening
nothing of the three-piecany county of New Mexico and a pro
the morning tailored suits worn this wraps and coats. Entire mantles will
ANDREWS per petition having been filed by quali
FORMER
DELEGATE
winter. The waist worn with them bo made of It.
fied electors of the following describHAS
THINKS PRESIDENT
is of lingerie with filmy frills of Fur is used in many of the small
ed districts, within the county and
IT
ROOSEVELT
OVER
chiffon
of
accessories of the early winter
chiffon,
crepe de Chine,
state aforesaid;
lined and made in one of the pretty clotbes. It Is used to edge little lace
Dec. 16. "The curNow, Therefore, the Board of Coun
Albuquerque,
or
or
net
lace, acketo and net waists, and It is used
fashions,
Commissioners of the County of San
to
ty
bill
is
and
be
rency
going
passed,
always with the hlouse tendency rath- to edge the sleeves and necks of oth- in
is
State of New Mexico, on this RATES TOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
to
be
Miguel,
it
passmy
opinion
going
seer waists of lace, chiffon", crepe de
er than that of a corsage. The
ed carrying all the views that Presi first Monday of November, A. D. 1913,
TISEMENTS
wide
belt
or
a
made
like
net.
chine
and
Is
vest,
also
It
used as a
parate
dent WilBon desires incorporated in in regular session, does hereby proclaim
the lower part of a vest, or a waist hat trimming in many ways.
eald William H. Andrews, former and give public notice, that a special Five cents per line each Insertion.
that has all the masculine vest points A green velvet bonnet with a it,"
in congress from New Mex election will be held within the fol- Estimate six
delegate
combined with the feminine blouse, shirred band about the face, shows a
ordinary word to a line.
Mr. Andrews has Just lowing described district, county of no ad to
ico,
yesterday.
worn
or
is
occupy less space than two
band
of black fur over the hat and
often replaces the blouse
a
weeks San Miguel, State, of New Mexico, on line
All advertisements
under the chin, after the fashion of returned from stay of several
over it
charged
Ihe Tuesday, December 23rd, A. D. 1913, will be
east
in
with
connection
the
in
booked at space actually act
The plainer skirts are very short, the velvet bridles that are worn with
promotion of an oil company to oper for the purpose of submitting to the without regard to number of words.
Those cut to the boot tops, exposing velvet hats.
ate in the Carlsbad field.
qualified electors of said district the Cash In advlncs
Evening gowns of diaphanous macontrasting uppers, are the very last
preferred.
"There is going to be more talk question of whether or not the barter,
word in fashion, but they are reserv- terials are trimmed with bands and
about the currency bill," said Mr, sale or exchange of intoxicating li
ed for walking and shopping. The knots and loops of fur, which appear
"but In the end I believe ?t quors shall be prohibited therein as
Andrews,
most
such
with
used
same type of jacket
unexpectedly under folds of lace will
as the president wants provided by said act, towit:
pass
just
a skirt Is worn also with an afternoon and net. And many of the heavy
will be another incident like
District proposed to be voted for as
It
It
be
Bhow
will
street suits
fur collars and the tariff. There was
skirt. The afternoon skirt
talk
of
district.
prohibition
plenty
longer, possibly edged with fur, and cuffs and bands on the skirts.
but in the end the views of the presidistrict
Said
has the same bounmovement
that Embroidered chiffon edging is sold
lave the new drapeiy
No. 12 of said
dent
as
daries
Precinct
prevailed.
brings the skirt hem against the in many of the shops. Some of it Is
"When it comes to expressing his
boundaries
such
county,
being as
heels and the estra fullness toward embroidered in white, and some In views and then
them oat,
follows: on the North by the
carrying
It
is equally attractive President Wilson has it all over
colors, and
the front.
Arroyo de Pecos; South by the
OPTIC NUMIER, MAIN L
In the simple type of tailored suits, when used as trimming on a chiffon Roosevelt. Roosevelt was called a
of the hill called Guzano;
top
and
the band of fur around the neck
petticoat or when used as a trim- boBB while in the White House, but
East by line running between or
long sleeve edges is the only trim- ming about the neck and sleeves of it would seem that If having his own
dividing Las Colonlas and Rowe;
ming. But, because it is the height a dainty chiffon blouse.
and on the West by the same
and Impressing his views upen
way,
The chic effect In a girl's dress,
of style, it gives just that aristocratline of the precinct running tolegislation and all governmental af
TO TRADE For irrigated or
ic look to the morning suit that is so whether it be for day or evening, fairs constitutes being a boss, that wards the top of the Mesa de
dry
farm lands, 28 lots ia Trinidad.
desirable. Some of the itest Paris generally rests in some detail the Mr. Wilson has Roosevelt distanced
Pecos;
H, care Optic
morning skirts seem widest at the color, which should be becoming and
"The new tariff Is beginning to be and the polling place designated with
hem. Modernity, however, is given by modern; the material, which should felt In the east and will be felt more in such district and the election
Judg
their extreme shortness, and an al be up to date, and, no matter how
next year. The effect of es and Clerks named to conduct said
severely
most imperceptible forward movement unpretentious the robe, it should in competition is becoming apparent in
special election at such polling place
to the skirt in front. A skirt like clude some little collar, cuff, tunic or the closing of factories and mills in
by order of the said Board rendered
this measures about one yard and ultra style detail that proves it to be certain lines and trie curtailment cf this
FOR SALE Cheap if taken at once.
day, are as follows,
three quarters about the hem, and, be- of this year's vintage.
in others. There is consider
My residence and automobile. J. P
Place.
activity
Polling
The tunic is not tabooed for bud able of a
cause of Its flare and shortness, reEarickson.
House of Pablo A. Sena.
slump in business circles
minds one vaguely of a tunle shape. ding feminine beauty. Indeed, most and caution in Investments of all
Election Judges.
The popularity of the tunic has of the frocks, whether for morning, kinds is the dominant note. There
FOR SALE Good Slnerer Rewind mo.
1.
Nestor Padilla.
spread to such an extent that it has afternoon or evening, have some mo may be some readjustment of condi
2. Anastaclo Herrera.
chine; a bargain. 612 National ave
Invaded the realm of the blouses de difications of this short upper skirt tions after the currency bill has been
nue.
3. Cosme Esquibel.
signed for afternoon wear. Tunics of that has been the salient style note passed, and while the majority of Election Clerks.
varying lengths, attached to waists, of the season.
1. Casimiro Ortiz.
business men regard it simply as an
Wraps are often retained through inflation measure and as such dan
pleated sometimes and at other times
2. Pablo A. Sena.
made with scant fullnesa about the out the evening at the play. Wonder serous unless very carefully safe and
except as herein otherwise pro
waist and edged with fur, are to be ful fur trimmed brocades hanging off
Its enactment Into law vided, said above
yet
guarded;
special election FOR RENT Two room furnished
seen on most of the "blouses that the shoulders are fit backgrounds for will bring a more settled condition of
shall be held and conducted as pro
house. 921 Lincoln.
the mist of pearly chiffons that com business.
!iave been imported recently.
vided by law for general elections.
A model which promises to he ex pose the gowns. While chinchilla and
"I have had little time for politics
Done at Las .Vegas, New Mexico, FOR RENT Cottage
in desirable
ceedingly popular combines with an sable fur coats arcs often preferred of late but find a general disposition this 3rd
of November A. D. 1913,
day
neighborhood,
newly
blue
painted, pa
taste
of
in
to
for
pale
exquisite nicety
evening wraps because of their
nmnns? renuhlicans in the east
by the Board of County Commission
pered, electric lights. Low rate
and flesh pink, and an edging of mink conspicuous elegance, ermine remains ward getting together. The recent
ers of the County of San Miguel, New
rnone mrpie 5331.
fur about the neck, sleeves and the the most strikingly picturesque even- gathering in New Tork, while the
in
session.
Mexico,
open
l ottom of the tunic
adds the last ing fur.
most notable Instance of the effort Board of
County Commissioners of FOR RENT To lady or gentleman
touch of smartness. The tunic por
!
FLORENCE FAIRBANKS.
lmt. one of manv efforts of the
of San Miguel, State of
the
County
employed, comfortable, furnished
tion of the House and the lower part
kind in many states which are bringMexico By
New
room; no health seekers. Phone
blue
of
are
made
cf the waist proper
Young Women: Number Surprising ing many definite results in the way
FIDEL ORTIZ, Chairman.
Purple 5301.
of
women
The
who
number
extends
find
young
exwhich
soft
are
supple,
satin,
of. harmony. Of course there
ner
suffer
with
weak
and
back,
(Seal)
dizzy
e
.an uuon tts waist In two
vous spells', dull headache and weari tremists of the late progressive party
FOR RENT Two furnished
rooms
cr'nis both in front and back. Veil- - ness is surprising. Kidney and blad who will not come Into the fold, but Attest:
for light housekeeping. Modern
LORENZO
Clerk.
DELGADO,
'ie this completely and forming the der ills cause these troubles, but if their number Is few, and so far as
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u. Ties, n. o.; Gus Lehman, V. 0.; George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunkei
r.
T. M. Elwood,
Attorneye-at-LaSecretary; Karl Weru.
New Merle
ireasurer; c. V. Hedgcock, Cemeter? Las Vegas,
Trustee.

.u.
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P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially invited. Gov. Win. J
Mills,' Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary. ,
B.

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street on the

---

and third - Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladles always welcome. O. L. Fiera
man, President; A. D. Tillman. Finan
cler; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy.
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street
East Las Vegas, N. M.
L. O. O. MOOSE

Meets second ano
fourth
Thursday evening each
month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
brothers cordially Invited. Howard T
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary.
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ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del vary .
1,000 lbs, to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs, to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs. Each Delivery

,

.

1GI lbs.
160 lbs.

..20c par

...... 25c
sv

80c
40c

....50c

par
per
par

100 lbs.
100 Ik.
160 Iba

per

AGUA PURA COMPANY
' Harvesters, Storers, sad Distributors o( Natural Ice, tie Purity axj
Lasting Qnaimea ot Whleh Have Made Laa Vegaa Jamoua.
OFFICE

701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
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Made by GERMAN PROCESS

day of the month in the vestry room
of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock a
m. Visiting brothers are
cordially in
vlted. Isaac Appel, President; Charl

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
fonrth. Thursday in O. R. C. hall.
Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devlne,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.

something

you 'd do any I

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tue

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
Love at Woodmen oi the World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays 0)
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Sonsnl; Q. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Local Deputy.
Montague,
Vlsltlni
members are especially welcooe and
cordially Invited.
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